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Vol. LXXIX No. 153
Seen & Heard
Around Murray
Beware of a half truth. You may
have gotten haid of the wrung
half.
04: the House: A drunk stag-
gered into a bar one night and
slamming his fist down yelled:
"When I dr i nit everybody
drinks!"
Everybody came to the bar,
including the waiters and musi-
cians.
After knishing his drink, the
drunk again yelled, "when I
drink everybody drinks!"
laveryone had another.
-rrhe drunic then placed a dol-
lar on the bar and as he walked
out yelled: "when I pay, every-
bud), Pays."
Good judgement bocse from ex-
perience gained through poor
judigernent.
;ape Fourth of Judy is one holi-
catty we can always take with a
clear cunscience.
One news story we missed was
the marriage of Bob Craven,
manager of the Varsity Theatre.
The event took place out of
town and we didn't hear of it
until later. Our apolog.es.
he new city hall ls about corn-
p/eted. The painting is well un-
derway. The great hegira will
probably take pLace l'a about 30
days.
We planted some of Edgar Shir-
ley's petunias thin Spring in a
Ll...vire.r bed filled with rids soil
f.'tilt"r• They ercew batter
Nan almost anything we have
seen yet.
Berne of the big ruffled blooms
are four and five inches across.
Some of them are pretty as car-
nations
Duane Buxton has moved Ms
place from South Fourth Street
across the bottom on the east
apglinvay where Ellis Pump &
'Past used to be
Things are gains along down at
the new t elephone bu.ld ng.
Business office will be operating
in the new lucation by next
week.
Installation of dial equipment in
the new building will take some
tlfrie at the hands of expert
'Wdnicians.
It will be late next Fall before
we gwitich over.
Notice Raphael Jones is back
from his vacau,on.
The Ford Fah:mini magazine
says some kind souk insist that
a "weed is a plant wheoe vir-
ate are not yet disrovered." At
any rate there are a lot crf them.
We noticed in acme yard the
other day a row of flowers with
a sqtuare sheet of cardboard
around the base of each plant.
The cardboard had been cut to
the center, a small hole made
, in the middle for the. plant em,
then the ca rd was s  
liaround the plant. Lying flat on
the ground the cardboarrd keeps







By United Press International
Southwest Kentucky - Fair
and pleasant today, tonight and
Saturday. A little warmer during
the day. High today 78, low
tonight 57.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Bowling Green 53, Paducah 57,
Covington 55. Hopkinsville 56,
Louisville 58, Lexington 55 and
London 53.
FOG MAKES PLAYTHING OF SEA-GOING TUG - Children
of New York's Bronx flock to see the tug-boat Russell II,
perched on the rocks of Long Island Sound. The vessel went
aground when a thicic fog blanketed the New York City area
at high tide. Receding waters left her high and dry, and there
were no injuries. (UPI Telephoto)
15 Die In Crash
Of Jet Tanker
By WILLIAM J. HEFFERLE
United Press International
WESTOVER AIR FORCE
BASE, Mass. (UPI) - Fifteen
men including six newsmen were
ly today when one of
-king trazitatlantic
jet strato-tankers crashed in a
house - shaking explosion in •
cornfield.
The giant of the skies plunged
out of the darkness shortly after
takeoff from this Air Force base
and isIntegrated in a brilliant
burst of flame.
"It was brighter than day-
light. It Was the most awful
thing I ever saw." said farmer
Kazimierz F. Machowski whose
three-acre cornfield was set a-
blaze by the flaming plane.
The plane snapped two 11$,-
000-volt power lines strung par-
allel w it h the Massachusetts
Turnpike, jumped they four-lane
highway and roa,ped into the
cornfield.
A spokesman for the Western
Massachusetts Electric Co. said
he did not believe the wires,
40 feet off the ground and 150
feet from one side of the road,
"shocked" the planer because the
craft was not grounded.
The smell of death and fire
choked the air.
N•wsmen Victims Listed
Among the newsmen killed
acre Norman J. Montellier, 37,
of New York, No. 2 man on
the United Nations st a ft of
United Press Internitional aria
formerly UP manager for Italy;
Robert B. Sibley, 57, veteran
aviation editor of the Boston
reveler, and retired Brig. Gen.
Robert A. Ginsburgh who since
1953 had been chief military
writer for U.S. News & World
Report magazine.
The other newsmen victims
were James L. McConaughy Jr.,
40. chief of Time magazine's
Army Appeal Is
Half Complete
The Salvation Army appeal in
Calloway County is more than
half complete according to an
announcement today by Army
Representative', Ernie Thompson.
Work in the Almo, Coldwater
and Ly nn Grove communities
will be completed this week
and a house to house solicitation
is being madeebow Ap Murray, htp
continued.
During last year the Salvation
Army assisted 2,197.600 hospital-
ized persons, gave aid to 3,113,625
service men, provided clothing
and first-aid to 103,971 in disast-
er-stricken areas and found jobs
for 42,967 unemployed, Thompson
said. We are listing these facts
to acquaint the people of Callo-
way County with the work done
by the Salvation Army, t he
representative concluded.
ar- •
Washington bureau and son of
the termer Connecticut governor;
Daniel J. Coughlin Jr., 31, of
the Boston bureau of Associated
Press and Glenn A. Williams,
45, of Bethesda. Md., also of
U.S. News & World Report..
*A.D.e commander of . the mast
was Brig. Gen Donald W. Saun-
ders, 45, veteran of 25 World
War 11 Pacific combat M /$11911.5
Sister Planes Cest!"*Se.
The crash in nearbyChicopee
Falls happened at.' 12:90 a.m.
c.d.t. after two 0- the four planes
had taken off/into murky skies
for a speed' record hop across
the Atlantic to London.
th ground, its flight cancelled
Tic,./ fourth plane never left
because, of the crash. An Air
Force official said it was believed
to be the first crash of a five
million dollar KC135 jet strato-
tanker.
The plane, dubbed Cocoa in
the transatlantic four-plane flight,
had no ammunition aboard but
was laden with an undisclosed
supply of highly volatile fuel
which turned darkness into day-
light after the &ash.
Meanwhile, two sister planes,
Alpha and Bravo streaked - across
the Atlantic in record time.
Alpha made it in 5 hours, 17
minutes, 42.8 seconds, an average
speed of 630.2 nines per hour,
and Bravo was clocked in 12
minutes later.
The two planes will remain
in London some 24 hours before
returning to the United States.
James Starks On
Destroyer Davis
BOSTON, Mass. (FHTNC) -
James Starks. machinist's mate
first class, USN, of Murray, and
husband of the former Miss
Betty L. Cooper of Memphis,
Tenn., departed Boston, Mass.,
June 11, aboard the destroyer
USS Davis for a two-month
Midshipman training cruise to
Northern Europe.
During the voyage crew mem-
bers will train Midshipmen in
shipboard duties and responsibili-
ties they will be expected to
assume upon receiving their com-
missions.
Between training exercises the
Davis is scheduled to visit ports
in Norway; the Netherlands; and
Germany.
C ark uns Off Of
Highway Yesterday
A car bearing an Ohio license
plate ran off highway 641 yes-
terday just south of the city.
No one was reported injured
in the accident, :however some
damage was done to the auto-
.mobile.
The ov.•ner of the car is un-




EDITOR'S NOTE: Sam Kuczun,
manager of the United Press
International Bureau at Spring-
field, Mass., dathed off a U.S.
Air Force KC135 Strato-Tanker
today at Brize Norton Air Base
in England today ant grabbed a
phone to London. Only then did
he learn that a sister ship had
crashed on take-off in Massa-
chusetts, killing all aboard in-
cluding friends. It was the plane
he originally was supposed to
take. "My God." Kuczun said,
and paused in silent shock. "How
can a guy write a story when
t,igs fall in on yob like
Nrsesbt his breath, -re-
gained his composure and then
dictated the following dispatch.
By SAM KUCZIN
United Preen International
BRIZE NORTON. Engla n,d
(UPI) -There's little you can
say when you come as, close
to death as I did this morning.
I was supposed to be on the
plane that crashed.
A last minute switch saved
me. I was listed on Strato-
Tanker "Cocoa" but instead I
went on "Bravo," and was the
only newsman on the palne.
"See you back here tomorrow,"
the other guys shouted when
I climbed off the air base bus,
alone. Now they're dead.
On the bus I had a seat next
to Bob Sibley of the Boston
Traveler.
"I'm getting too old for this
sort of thing," I remember him
saying.
Dan Coughlin of the Associated
Press was telling how his wife
had worried about the trip. "I




I think it was a peaceful
death. Undoubtedly they never
knew what was coming. This
Strato-Tanker isn't like an air-
liner.' There are no _windows
to look out, so you never know
where you are. One instant they
were alive -and the next they
were dead, and there was no
way they Mild .see it coming.
It's hard for me to recall
how these giants take off, it
was so uneventful. You climb
into a compartment lined with
padding like a quilt, with no
windows except for two tiny
ones at the rear.
1.The engines rev up-like a
hurricane they rev up. You don't
even know you're up in the
air until a crewman comes down
from the cockpit and says "okay
to smoke now."
Golly, that shook me. We were
sitting on top of thousands of
gallons of aviation fuel. I as-
sumed, but it didn't bother any-
body. I looked at the fireproof
lining on the walls, crossed my
fingers and lit up.
It's Like Nothing
Then came the takeoff. You
sit down, fasten a seat belt,
and wonder what it will be
like, taking off in one of these
giants.
Without a window to see the
funway, the engines, or ..tbe
ground, it's like nothing. There
is a lot of noise and then you
are in the air.
Or, like Bill Cochran of the
National Aeronautics Administra-
(Continued in Page 4)
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WATERFJELD CLAIMS HE
MADE NO CHANDLER PACT
M. Edmonson
Passes Away
W. Edmonson. age 87, died
Thursday morning at 9:05 from
complications following a long
illness at his home in Graffe-
ville, Ky., in Marshall County.
H,e is survived by his wife,
Martha E. Edmonson; four
daughters, Mrs. Luville Shepherd,
liFp 5, Murray, Mrs. Henry
Sairlders, RFD 2, Hazel, Mrs.
James Stockdale, RFD 4, Benton,
Mrs. Eva Nell Hardison, RFD 5,
Murray, three brothers, Albert
H Edmonson, Murray, ITirbert
Edmonson, RFD 5, Murray, Wil-
liam Edmonson, pent on; one
half-sister. Mrs. Mattie Larry,
Ga.; two half-brothers, Frank and
Jim Edmonson of Ga., a nd
t twenty -five grandchildren.
The funeral will be conducted
this afternoon at 3:30 at the
Max H. ChurChill Funeral Home
with Lloyd Wilson officiating.
Burial will be in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
The Max H. Churrhill Funeral






43en Hogancamp. 11. son of
Bk. and Mrs. Thomas Hogan-
clipp of VS lrvan recovergisg
at his home after suffering
a broken ankle last Friday night
in a Little League game at City
Pari
Ben slide into home plate to
complete his home run when
his ankle caught and broke in
four places. He will remain in
bed for a week or ten days but
the ankle will remain in a cast
for six to eight weeks.
Revival Planned At
Mason's Chapel
A revival will begin at the
Mason's Chapel Methodist
Church on June 29 and will
continue through July 13. Even-
ing services will be held durinrg
the week at 7:45 each clay. On
Sunday e, two services will be
held, one at 1100 a.m. and the
other aft 7:46 pin.
The pastor, Dennis Knott, will
be the evangelist. Parvin Craig,
the church song leader, will Lead
the sinikng.
larion's Chapel is located
about two miles east of Hazel




Mr. MOSS T. Cunningham, age
80, died today at the Murray
General Hospital from a heart
ailment.
He is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Sole Cunningham, Kirksey;
Iwo daughters. Mrs. Sarah La-
nelle Usery, Klirksey, Mrs. Ge-
neva Tucker, Hopk i nevi act one
Son, Fray Cunningham, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Lucy Hanley,
Kirksey, Rt. 2, Mrs. Ophie Wat-
son, Kirksey, Mrs. Alma Creek-
mir, Murray; t w o brothers,
Claude Cunningtram, Rt. 2, Mur-
ray. Late Cunningham, Paducah;
seven grandchildren and three
great-grandc'hikken.
.He was a member of the
Locust Grove Church of t h e
Nazarene where the funeral will
be conducted Saturday afternoon
at 2:00 with Rev. Aubry Sander
officiating Burial will be in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the home
in Kirksey until the funeral
hour. The Linn 'Funeral Home
cif Benton has charge of the
funeral arrangements.
KAY STARR SEEKS DIVORCE
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Singer
Kay Starr filed suit for divorce
Tuesday from her fourth hus-
band, George A. Meilen. She
charged him with cruelty.
-
Murray Hospital
Wednesday's complete record fol-
lows:
Patients Admitted  18
Patients Dismissed  7
Patients admitted from Monday
1.45 p.m. to Wednesday 11:30 p.m.
Mrs. Dewey E. Thompson and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Edgar S. Houston and baby boy,
Rt. 6, Murray; Mr. J. N. Ryan,
W. Olive, Murray; Mrs. Gus
Lamb, Rt. 2, Murray;' Mr. J. W.
Barrett, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Garland Woods, Rt. 1, Briton;
Mr. Jeff Farris, 1007 Poplar,
Murray; Mrs. Porter Wlitte, Box
307, Murray; Miss Ruth Sexton,
709 Main, Murray, Mrs. Floyd
Melton and baby boy, Rt. 5,
Benton; Mrs. T. L. Alton, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. J. C. Banks and
baby girl, Rt. 1,-- Murray; Mr.
Martin,Bailey,,Jr., Rt, 2, Murray;
Master Steve Davis, Rt. 5, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Otho White, Rt, 2,
Hazel; Mr. Orville Andersen, 500
N. 6th, Murray; Mr. J. W. Brink-
ley, Rt. 3, Hazel; MA. James
Maness and baby girl, Dexter;
Mrs. Charles Keys, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Opal Smith, 2200 Mulberry,
Murray; Mr. Revel Haneline, Rt.
1, Murray; Mrs. Marvin West
and , baby girl, 1410 Maple St.,
Benton; Mr. James Hamilton, Rt.
1, Hardin; Mr. Hershel Mcgen-
dree, Rt. 1, Benton; Mr. James
Harrison, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mr.
Jerry York, Rt. 1, Benton.
Patients Dismissed from Monday
1;45 p.m. to Wednesday 11;30 p.m.
Mts. Cecil Holland, Rt. 14,
AIM% Mr. J. N. Ryan, W. Olive,
Martray;- Mrs. Luther Robertson,
1301 Olive, Murray; Mrs. James
Cooper and baby girl, Hazel;
Mrs. Richard Dowdy and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Murray; Miss Emily
Fair, 419 S. 10th, Murray; Mr.
Paul Gargus, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs.
Art Lee, 113 S. 13th. Murray;
Mrs. Joe Emerson and baby girl,
Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Ike
Bodkin, Wickliffe; Mrs. Claude
NIcAvoy, Rt. 1, Murray; Mr.
Neal Starks, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
G. 0. Pace, Hardin; Mr. Lube
Brown, Rt. 4, Murray; Miss Joyce
Wilkerson, Rt. 2, Farmington;
Mr. W. D. McKinney, Rt. 4,
Murray; Mr. Cletus Lamb, Rt. 2,
Kirksey, Mr. James Byers, Rt.
1, Hardin; Mrs. Porter White,
Bow 307, Murray; Mrs. Rainey






Two people were injured this
morning at 8:40 when a 1955
Ford struck a bridge abutment,
tairtteg over and landed in a
roadside ditch.
State Patrolgaan Joe Hill said
that Mary Nell Haley and Shirley
Bennett, both of Almo route
one were taken to the Murray
Hospital following the, accident.
He described the accident as
follows: The Ford, driven by
Jesse Weatherford of 41mo route
one started to pass an autos:While
transport driven by A u brey
Hatcher about four miles -north
of Murray on the Benton Road.
When the kord was about
halfway the length of the trans-
port, the transport pulled out to
pass a car in front of it, thus
forcing the Ford over to the
left of the road, Hill said..
The Ford hit the bridge abut-
ment, turned over and landed
on the top along side the ditch.
A Max Churchill ambulance was
called but by the time it had
arrived, passing motorists had
taken the injured to the hospital.
The car was a.total loss and
the trailer suffered only a
scratch. Hill said.
In the truck with Hatcher was
Alfred Overby who was un-
injured. In the car with Weather-
ford, but not injured were Olvie
Lee Mathis ,age 30 and J. C.
Edwards.
Both Miss Haley and Miss
Bennett were listed as being in
fairly good condition at noon
today.
Chandler Will Support Him
In His Governor Race However
FRANIC'FORT (UPI) -Lt. Gov. Democratic' nomination.
Harry Lee Waterfluad s a id
Thursday he made no commit-
ment to Gov. A. B. Chandler to
support hizn for the presidency
in exchange for Chandler's back-
ing in his campaign for the
Democratic nomination for gov-
ernor.
"I haven't made any agree-
ment or understanding With him
and he has asked me for none,"
Warerfield said.
The lieutenant governor is ex-
pected to formally announce his
candacy Saturday.
Waterfield said, "Happy has
never asked me to run for gov-
ernor, but he had told me he
would be , for me if I cild run.
That was last stammer at Wil-
kainsburg, and he‘-has repeated
it on several occasions since."
When questioned • as to wheth-
er he would try to control Ken-
tucky's delegation to the Demo-
cratic National Convention to
otrtain its support for Chandler,
he replied, "My first. and im-
mediate confern is to be elected
governor."
'Mc questions were ptompted
by Chandler's recent statement
that he would give up his presi-
dential hopes if Waterfield were
not elected governor.
When Waterheid was asked
sbagl. _OMB stertaniat, he replied,
-That's elementary. Wyatt or
Combs wouldn't b a c It him."
Wilson W. Wyatt, Louisville,
and Bert T. Combs, Prestons-




fishing at Lake Cumberland was
improved this week but fish
were not biting at other lakes,
according to the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Limit catches of crappie were
being taken in most sections
of the lake although they were
small in size. The biggest ones
were caught at depths of 15 to
20Fifseheit g
beloiw the dam was
still best at Kentucky La k e
where catfish, crappie. stripers
and sauger were reported. In
the lake itself night fishermen
were catching striped bass and
a few black bass by casting.
• Dale Hollow reported bluegill
being taken by fly fishing or
still fishing with worms. A few
white bass have been taken in
the jumps.
catfish and white
rch were the top catches at
errington Lake and good' size
crappie were being caught on
minnows at Dewey Lake,
A. M. Ellison
Dies Thursday
Mr. Albert M. Ellison. age 74.
died at his home on RFD 2,
Murray( near Penny, Thursday
morning at 7:30 from a heart
attack. His wife preceded him
in death one year ago.
He is Survived by three sons,
J. L. Ellison and R. L. Ellison
of RFD 2, Murray, and Ben
Ellison, Hardin; one sister, Mrs.
Jimmy Beach. St. Louis, Mo., and
one brother, Robert Ellison, Mur-
ray. He also had seven grand-
children and 2 great-grandchil-
dren.
He was a member of the
Union Grove Church of Christ.
The funeral was conducted this
afternoon at the Max Churchill
Funeral Chlpel at 2 o'clock.
Burial was in the Cole's Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Active Pallbearers were Clifton
Wilkinson, Lynn Parker, Hugh
Waldrop, Alton Cole, Fred 'Burl
terworth and Orford Byrd.
The Max H. Churchill Funeold
Home had charge of the funeral
arrangements.
Waterfield also had some corn-
ments on the campaign fund
that is being collected on Ms
behalf from state employes.
Asked if there would be an
accounting of the money r..gard-
ing how much wilei collected and
how it was disposed of, he ans-
wered, "I think so."
He added, "Nobody is making
anyone pay. Maybe there are
some people who say to them-
selves, 'Maybe I better do this,'
but there are a lot of people
who feel they ought to do a lot
et things."
He minimized the campaign




'Auburn Wells, instructor at
Murray State College, spoke to
the Murray Rotary Club yester-
day on :he present French crisis
and the Algeria situation.
Wells told the club that the
itgNi/ily of France was Ss:port-
ant-1;o the France is traptily
important in the contutuat.on of
NATO, he said, and its loss to
comrnunism would divide the
efforts in western Europe.
He explained to t h e calb,
sornettring of the past modern
history of France. He told the
. 111Ir. Waiter Baker
r, New President
club how dictators had arisen at
various times, only to give way
to the republic form of govern-
ment. Some observers say that
the fourth republic of France
has ended, . he said, but only
time will tell if this is correct.
He said that he doubted if
De Gaulle is a dictator in the,
same sense that Hitler and Mus-
solini were, e proved himself to
be a respontlible man when he
Stepped clown after tha war, he
said.
De Gaulle wil,1 attempt to
straighten the tangled pclitics of
France., he continued, and to
place France on a par with oth-
er world powers.
He credited the revolt of the
military in 'Algeria to frustra-
(Continued on Page 4)
City Police Arrest 2
Drunks; One Man On
Cold Check Charge
Two drunks were picked Up
by city police over the past two
days. One was fined $15.50 and
released and the other is still
in the city lockup.
County police reported that
Claude E. Miller of Dexter was
picked up for McCracken Coun-
ty police on a cold check charge.
This is not the Claude Miller
of the east side or the Claude
Miller who litres in the city.
No other activtty was reported
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
We are laborers together with God. 1 Cor. 3:9. ,
God needs our help. He works often through men.
LEGAL BREATHING SPELL -
WHATEVER the ultimate outcome of the integration
W controversy at Little Rock may be Federal Judge
Harry J. Lemley's decision to giant the school board's
petition to postpone integration of Central High School
until 19.61 in order to'preserve .educational standards as
well as to prevent violence, will . give both sides a
"breathing spell" that may be used to good advantage
by persons of good will of, both races.
The argument that Judge Lemley has been influenc-
ed by rabble-rousers is knocSed into a cocked hat when
one considers the same board which originally asked,
that Central High School be integrated is the one which
petitioned the court to postpone it. It is the local school
board which states it has received 37 threats to bomb
the school and discovered 40 fires set in student's lock-
ers during the last school term. •
The school board also states it is impossible to teacii
children of either race under conditions of extreme ten-
sion - that the presence of troops and police officers
in class rooms and corridors detracts from the school
program, and that the past year was practically lost so
far as advancing the cause of education is concerned.
The appeal of Judge Lemley's decision by interests
in the north and east through the NAACP was to be ex-
pected. as was outbursts from radicals on both sides of
the integration issue. In spite of them there is every
reason to hope the Supreme Court will uphold the Little
Rock School Board in ,it'searnest effort to postpone in-
tegration since it made such a- determined effort to inte-
grate the lichool in compliance with the 1954 ruling of
the same court.
It may not be a bad idea for the Supreme Court to
clarify the 1954 decision by ruling on a case such as the
one at Little Rock. We suspect there are quite a few
taxpayers who would like to have a legal ruling on
whether they can be assessed five million dollars to keep
nine school„children in a high school by force for nine
months. If it is illegal to do so we would like to see a






CAUtO PRACTICAL?-That might be the ouestion here aa
United Arab Republic Presidect Gamed Abdel Nasser (left)
and UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold greet each
other with smiles in Cairo. liammarskjoid welt there to




Mrs. Howard McCallon n d
oss.) chimren left a few days
iag„ for Cocoa. Fla.. to join the'o•
!husand and father who etn-
played there.
POLITICAL ISSUE
IN this election .year the Adams-Goldfine case offers
too much political capital to hope that it will end any-
'time soon.. • •
• Nor is these meh liklihood that politicians will pelf.-
mit a frank appraisal of the degree of "imprudence" in-
volved.
Actually if SEC proves Sherrmin Adams had'no in-
fluence in the case it had against Goldfine- no seskogs
harm has been done.
It has been a custom in this country ever since the
days of George- Washington to give expensive ettro, to
men in public office. It may not be right, but it has been
dune.
Just yesterday a repot* stated an organization which
admires President Eisenhower had prepared a golf Stick
set with a $3,000.00 diamond it intended to give him,
but someone stole the :diamond..
§toator Paul Douglas of •Illinois is not one of our
favorite sfateeMen, but his article in last Sunday's .news-
papers on the Aciams-Goldfine case is the best explana-
tion ice . 1:,7N seen of or practice of showering public
otfkia - t.ith gifts, ranging from country hams to Cadil-
lac a!,t: • 'obi:es.
tt;i . iiiitor Douglas expresses • complete __confidence
the ot Sherman Adams and he•says most public
• men a; . honest.
Capehart of Indiana thinks Mr. Adams was
. "iinprudei,•-as he admits,. but he doesn't thin4 he else('
any influence in behalf of his friend.
• This .being an election year, however. Mr. Adams'
.resignation is.in.order.. Unless it-is forthcoming the "mess
in Waslington•' will be a leaigng isstre\in the off-year
There was an auction sale at
the home place of the late J. H.
Perry Saturday, June 21. There
was a big crowd and lots of
thinv sold. He was a black-
smith and had been in business
so long he.surely will be missed.
. Hello Mrs. Ann McKeel, !sure
glad you like and look forward
to my Lttle editorial which is
put at the bottom of my news.
To you I say "Thank You,"
iirs. George Carnell has been
,ock for - sometime and under
treatment of the doctor. Visitors
ts see her recently were: Mr.
and Mrs. Al Tarless, Mr. and
Mrs. Monice McCallott Mrs.
Kettie Potts. Mr. and Mrs. James
Shelton and Fre:Wass Mrs. Bar-
bara Porrs. Mr Lee Wolter. Mr.
and Mn. Barney Darnell, h4s.
Harry Lee Potts, Jennie Lee
.nci Bro. Johnson Easley, her
The revival meeting begins at
.ne Baptist church at Kirksey
Sunday. June 22 and services
pwill be at 2:30 Pitt and 7:45
!pen. Atabert Roes, Jr. Is the
evarsgelist.
Or. Saturday afternoon, June'
21 at 2:00 pm. Mrs. heivy Potts
was honered_ is-Oh a stork show-
er in the home 01 her mother-
M-liaw. Mrs. Durwood Potts.
Mrs. Potts opened her many
lovel,y and useful gifts after
which reireshmente were served
which consisted of sandw.ches,
cio.kses. pickles. potato chips and
drinks. Approcimately thirty
goals, were present. Those un-
able to attend sent gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Graften Cox and
three children 4 Memphis,
visited his parerrd, Mr.
and Mrs Noble Cox, over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs W. C. Smith and
two ch-ldren. Clearwater. Fla..
are residing in the dormitory
at Murray Sate College while
W. C. is attending school this
summer.




- MURRAY, KENTUCKY FRIDAY
individuals 'go about from( t-da
to day cribeizing and Conderic-
dog their fellow roan and never
take stock of their own weak
points, if these sane persons
would cultivate the attributes
listed below they would be
mazed at haw rapidly the faults
of those around them would
melt away: Be kind to all. Try
to make others happy. Never
indulge in gosaip. Never forget
the respect due to old age. Nev-
er cause pain if you can help
it... Never remind a cripple of
his deformity. Think of others
before self. Do not boast of
your own deeds. Do not mrke
fun of the peculiarities Of
era. Be agreeable to soda', in-
feriors. Do not have two sets
of manners, one for company
and one for home use. An un-
appreciative person will com-
plain' out thorns instead of
commend:fly the fragrance • at
the rose. ,















5:30 Wonders of the World
6:00 Lassie
6:30 The Brothere
7:00 F4 Sullivan 'Sheep'
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
830 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenges!! •
9:30 What's My Use
10:00 Sunday News
1005 Million Miler Movies






9:00 Play Your Hunch
9:30 How Do You Rate
10310 Arthur Godfrey Time
10:30 Dotto
11:0) loove of Life
11:49 Search For Tomorrow














DUUNCAN, Qkla. (UPI) -The
seles consultant for a large dis-
glbuting house violated the key
rule cf a super salesman Monday
-he forgo: an appointment. Hat- 1
ry Canup of Oklahoma City was
to speak at a Duncan Chamber 1
of Commerce forum on "How 1
to, Lose Ctisteroers-Taster" but
he forgot to show up.
6:00
BYRDSTOWN. Tenn. (UPI) --= 6:30
Sen. Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) was 7:00
Speaking on the courthouse lawni 730
(luring :his re-election campaign 8:00
when a prisoner_ shouted through 8 3°
the bar,s, "Hurrah for Gore." "I 9:03
elci me all support." :he tm-1 830
ruffled senator told his audience.
"I just hope he gets out in time
to vete."
CHICAGO - Leon Groce. 21.
tried to elude police by jumping
into Lake Michigan. but instead
his pan•sleg caught on a piling
and he dangled half in and half
out until rescued. Groce. arrested
on suspicion' at tampering with
telephone coin boxes, admitted he
made a mistake when he t tried
to jump in the lake. °I- can't
swim," he told peliceo
FRrIZLA.11, Germany (UPI)
0,15V.t0rlst5 not only dislike the
parking meters rccently 'installed
here. they have contempt for
them., Several times past days
they have dropped coins in the
meters, set up Sables and played


























The Verdict Is Yours
The Brighter Day
The Secret Sturm
The Edge of Night
The Big Show
Nesvsbeat





7:30 Talent Scouts •
8:00 Danny Thomas Snow
830 December Bride
WOO Studio One in Hollywood
0:00 Shell Big News
0:10 Weather" a ne
0:15 Million Dollar Movies




Mr. Adams and Eve
.44orn Playhouse










Lea‘e it to Beaver
Johnson's Wax Theatre
The Millidhare












Sgt. Preston of Use Yttisou
Richard Diamond
Pvt Detective
7:30 The Verdict Yours
tso Playhouse 90
-------- -
THE OLD AND THE NEW-Celebrated as the oldest stepping out of pages of Mark Twain's classic,
inhabitant of the Soviet Union, Makhmud Eiva- Huckleberry Finn dangles a squiggly worm in
20V, who reportedly will soon mark his 150th
birthday, plays with his great-great-grandchild
Shakhnan at his home in Peasura. Russia. At
bdttotn, left. a surprise three-way birthday party
is held on a Hollywood, Calif.. movie set The
celebrants are Dorothy Stickney (left), Charles




front of Becky Thatcher Bes ky, who is Paellew-
ins. 13, and her freckled friend Milo Burr, 13, won
first prize In costiorte judging at Denver, Colo-
rado's 10th annual Huck Finn Day. Wide-eyed
new arrivals at the St. Louis. ?An., Zoo, these
two young gorillas get acquainted with their toys

































10:00 Terry Tell Time
10.15 Captain Kangaroo




12:25 Game of the Week
Philadelphia vi. Cincinnati
2:30 Mother Goose Handicap
3:00 Gunfighters
4:00 The Big Show
5:30 Annie Oakley
6.00 Death Valley Days
6:30 Perry Mason
7.30 Top Dollar
8:00 Gale Storm Show
3.30 Have Gun Will Travel
900 Gunsmoke
9:30 Gray Ghost
10:00 Mellon Dollar Movies
11:45 Target You
11:30 Sign Off
Ferlin Husky-stars with a
host of others in "COUN-
TRY MUSIC HOLIDAY,"
showing at the Varsity
theatre Friday and Satur-
day on the same program









Recommended by 98 lumber





The Gayest Hoe-Down In











































IPIR50NA1 INCOME DOWN-Here is what's been happening
to personat Ine:ome August 497^April 1958. Over all, it's
down $4.800,000,000. which ti 12' per cent, In this chart
from Nauonsi industrial Conference board figures. Trans-
fer payments include unemployment compensation, Social
Security, pensions, sick benefits, etc. Distributive industries
triclude wbolesale=etail trade, transport. eummunica-
thins and Public (Oesh* Press)
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BERME NiE11  
* AND *
LANCASTER
ii /ABE TO JOHN
SCOTT- HODIA

















"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE SINCE till'
?hot.-lb AIL0I1iri11, (1)torter
The creation of a pleasing
memory picture is essential in
providing a memorial service of
lasting loveliness. We always
take the utmost vii,o in perform-















































































































































8. Over all, it's




































ISW YORK (UPI) -Fearless
Prakty's reflections on sports in
general:
Silky Sullivan, beaten again
back home, should see a psy-
chiatrist to get over those east
blues.
ho Gonzales hits a tennis
ball 112.8 miles per hour but
can't remember the ball ever
hurting anybody.
Baseball players refer to per-
sistent female admirers as "bull-
pen Berthas."
Fred - Haney is copping an
advanee plea when he writes in
a magazine piece that the Braves
4 MAJOR LEAGUE.
STANDINGS
ay United Press international
National League -
W L Pet. Gli
Milwaukee 35 27 665
St. Lotus 34 39 .540 14
gip Fran. 36 31 .53'7 11/2
quoin net i 30 31 402 41/2
Pittsburgh 32 36 478 54
Philadelphia 28 33 450 64
Los Angeles /30 36 465 7
Yesterday's Results
St. Loots 6 Pittsburgh 2
San Fran. 5 Cincinnati I
Los Angeles 4 Milwaukee I
Only games schectvleci.
• Today's Games
Eit. Louis at Philadelphia, night
Chicago at Pirtsburisti, night
Sian Fran at Cinelinnati. night
Los Angeles at Milwaukee, night
Tomorrow's Games
01.0 Fran. at Cincinnati, night
Chiltago at Pittsburgh
lt Louis at Philacielphia




























New York 4 Chicago 3
Boon 2 Cleveland 1
Eilartirnore 2 Detroit 0
Katisas City 8 Wastungton 6
Today's Games
irby 1 MUNI at Chicago, rAghtYork at Kansas City, night
Boston at Detroit, night
Baltimore at Cleveland, night
Tomorrow's Games




can't stay on top like the Yan-
kees do year after year.
If parachute jumping is a sport,
so is Russian roulette.
"Raelflerie- Tak• Beating,
Scorn 'rasslers," if you choose,
but they take the worst physical
beating in "sports."
In golf, more shots are taken
on the 19th hole than the other
18 miles combined.
Athletes are supposed to be
at their physical peak between
the ages of 27 and 29.
One medical man, after 4,500
autopsies, insists it's the ath-
lete's lunge which go first, not
the legs.
The biggest trouble with horse
racing isi that you never know
whether the owner is "shooting"
or is sharpening the nag at your
expense.
Ted, Kluszewski h a s enough
muscles for two men but I'll
still bet he's bossed around the
house.
Tall tennis players, when tired,
reqpind me of reluctant camels.
It always intribued me when
John Law coached at Sing Sing.
(Sorta like Robert E. Lee manag-
ing the Yankees.)
Anybody who breaks clubs
should give up golf. Which I
have.
Should Build Pools
Those syndicates which build
costly yachts would do better
when it comes to water by
building swimming pools for poor
kids.
lee skating leaves me is numb
in the feet as I am in the head.
You gotta be careful of dolls
who claim they are ,crack shots.
Plug casting is my favorite
form of fishing.
Tennis umpires are the most
scornful arbiters in sports.
A guy who plays Class D
baseball really has 4ses love the
game
I often wonder how Tartan
learned to do the Australian
crawl.
Only three of the 24 minor
leagues don't have Negro ball
players.
Cleopatra was a billiards shark,
according to a sportswriter nam-
ed Shakespeare.
Ancient Roman fighters com-
peted in a circular area, which
is why we cell it the "ring."
If I ever go big game hunting
in Akan it will be In a Sherman
tank.
Prpving once again my claim
to The title of "world's bravest
coward "
WINS SENIOR PROFESSIONAL
WALLASEY, Eng. ( UPI) -
Norman Sutton of Exeter, Eng-
land, gained the unofficial world's
senior gulf championship Wed-
nelday when he defeated Gene
Sarazen of Germantown, N.Y.,
2-I, In a rain-swept 36-hold
teacher international Senior Pro-
fessional tournament. Sutton over
came Sarazen's one-up lead after
the first 18 holes in the two-
round tourney by squaring the
match at the 19th and going
ahead at the 29th.
Stan Near-Unanimous Choice
For 1958 All Star Game
By NORMAN MILLER
United Prime international
NSW YORK (UPI) - Stan
fr Andel Was a near-unanimous
choice today for the 1958 major
leiggele All-Star game, but Many
pereanial favorites including Ted
WIlltams, Yogi Berra, Ed Math-
ews and Harvey Kuenn were
passed up in the voting by
the men who know the game
beet
Major league players, managers
and coaches, picking the eight
mstartisrs on each All-Star team
nor the first time, In nearly
every case honored 1958 per-
formances over the time-honored
reputations of some of baseball's
greatest stars.
la the American League, they
chose left fielder Bob Cerv of
the Athletics over Williams, and
caliber Gtis Triandos of the
Orioles over Berra. In the Na-
tional. they favored converted
ighird baseman Frank Thomas,
'outfielder Bob Skinner and sec-
ond baseman Bill Mazeroski, the
members of the Pirates who
got off to excellent starts this
season.
So drastic was the shakeup
of All-Star choices that five of
the 16 starters never have been
picked even as a reserve before
this. They are Cerv, Triandos,
Maieroski, Skinner and shortstop
*Luis Aparicio of the White Sox.
Here are the players chosen to
start the 25th annual All-Star
game at Baltimore's Memorial
Stadium, July 8 (with batting






c Gus THandos, Ball. ( 282)
lb Bill Skowron, N.Y (.281)
2b Nellie Fox, Chi. (.333)
3b Frank Malzone, Bos. (.305)
as 1•11i3 Aparicio. Chi. (.257)
If Bob Ctrs, Kan. City (.313)
cf Mickey Mantle, N.Y. (.277)
rt Jackie Jensen, Boa. (.292)
National League
c Del Crandall, Milw. (.281)
lb Stan Musial, St L. (.364)
2b Bill Mirteroski, Pitts. (282)
Lb Frank Thomas, Pitts. (.302)
as Ernie Banks, Chi. (.3b3)
If Bob Skinner, Pitts. (.326)
4 Willie Mays, San Fran. ( 373)
if Hank Aaron, Milvs. (.258)
The pitchers and the reserve
players for. each squad will be
chosen by the respective manag-
ers, Cagey Stengel of the Yinkees
and Fred Haney of the Braves,
and announced Sunday. Stengel
already has assured Berra of a
place on the squad.
4
U.S. TENNIS HOPE ROLLS ON - America's intercollegiate
champ and No. 1 hope in the Wimbledon Tennis Champion-
ships, lanky Barry MacKay of Dayton, Ohio, shows sparkling
form as he beats Eric Bulreer of Britain in his second rounds
win. MacKay defeated Metlyn liRose of Australia in a first
round match. (U PI Telephoto)
Dodgers Win In
Park Lea. Play
The Dodgers only got one hit
but they defeated the Indians,
5-4 in the Park League yester-
day. The other game saw the
Cubs blast the Pirates, 15-9. -
Mt& Scharleton was the win-
ning pitcher for the Dodgers, giv-
ing up three hits, striking out
nine batters and walking none.
The Dodgers collected all of
their runs in the first two innings
with Scharleton getting the only
hit which was a two run triple.
Tommy Colson, Roy Boren, and
Sher Broach had the three Ian
dian hits.
Tommy Washer was the win-
ning pitcher for the Cubs, strik-
ing out 10. walking 10, and giving
up two hits.
Jerry Lowery and Donny Fort-
ner registered hits for the Cubs
while Bud Nall and Gardner had
base hits for the Pirates. Gardn-
ers hit was a double.
Here are the Park League
standings.
W L Pct.
Giants 2 0 1.000
PIRATES SIGN TWO
PITTSBURGH (UPI) -Pitcher
Rodger B. Irvine, Miami, and
infielder Gerald J Talor, Sacra-
mento, Calif., have been signed
to minor league contracts by
the Pittsburgh Pirates Irvine,
17-year old righthander, was- as-
signed to Salem, Va., in the
Rokoie Appalachian League and
Taylor, 18, who plays shortstop
and third base, was assigned to




















CHICAGO, Ill. (1./PI) -Casey
Stengel, plagued with a slump-
ing ball club which has loot
seven times in the last 10 games,
said today there'll be some
changes made unless the league-
leading New York Yankees do
a turnabout and start to win.
-I've got a lot of ball players,"
sehd Stengel, "and Dm going to





LOS ANGELES (UPI) - A
quick shifting of the props today
left. the Floyd Patterson - Roy
Harris heavyweight title fight in
Los Angelts but Al Weill, who
originally promoted the bout, no
longer was a member of the cast.
A few hours after the State
Athletic Commission at Sacra-
mento, Calif., announced that it
had denied Weill, former mans-
tier of Rocky Mercian°, a pro-
rpottr's license, Gus D'Amato said
in Houston, Tex., that the fight
still would go on here under-
new auspices Aug. 18.
The Hollywood American Le-
gion stadium, which had been
associated with Weill in the pro-
motion, will lend its good office&
in staging the fight at Wrigley
Field, sources here said.
Weill, who said he would fight
the blot on his reputation placed
there by the Athletic Commission,
commented that he withdrew
only because the fight was re-
maining in Los Angeles "where
it belongs"
"Cus D'Amato assured me he
had a responsible man who will
take over the promotion and
I'm glad the fight is staying
here," Weill said. "I've been
working on this fight for several
months and I spent $15,000 fri
arranging it. This is now my
home and I withdrew from the
promotion on the proviso that
the fight stayed in Los Angeles."
But Weill was still bitter over
his being termed "unfit-to •sage
the fight by the Athletic Com-
mission. He said he had not
given up his fight to clear his
name, *and his ationrey. Jerry




By United Press International
Dutch Seibert. one of hockey's
greats, was named 10 different
times on the National Hockey
League's All-Star team. Seibert
came up with the New York
Hangers in 1931-32 and shortly
thereafter was swapped to the
Chicago Black Hawks where he
starred for 1 seasons. In 10 of
those years with the Black
Hawks he was a league All-Star.
In 1944, Seibert was traded to
the Detroit Red Wings and ended
his career there.
Whatever happened to Dutch
Seibert? Now 46, the Ontario-
born former star now lives In
Springfield. Mass., where he owns
and operates a beverage com-
pany.
PHILS SIGN PITCHERS
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - The
Philadelphia Phillies have signed
pitchers John Kerrigan of San
Francisco and Tom Klukosositi of
Wanamie, Pa., for their Johnson
City, Tenn affiliate in the Appa-
lachian rookie league.
SIGNS BONUS PACT
DETROIT (UPI) -Ron Nisch-
witz. Ohio State's. star southpaw,
has signed a bonus contract with
the Detroit Tigers "in excess of
$25,000." Nischwitz, who won five
games for the Buckeyes this
year, will report to Lancaster of
the Class A Eastern League.
Dodgers On Bottom But
They Are Braves Jinx
United Press International
The Dodgers have a date for
the world Series-to watch it
on television-and just so no
one can call 'em bum sports,
they're trying to get the Barves
to join them.
The Dodgers are still mired
in last place but they're No. 1
downfall of the Pirates, who lost
their sixth straight.
Hector Lopez of the Kansas
City Athletics supplied the big
noise in the American League
with three home runs that sunk
the Washington Senators, 8-6, in
12 innings.
Lopez' third homer of the game
on the list for giving Milwaukee. came in the 12th with one on
trouble this season.
They have now beaten the
world champion Braves six
straight times this year and for
those figure filberts who like to
dig way back, the Dodgers' bostst
eight victories in if row coAr
Milwaukee since last Sept. 1.2.
Don Drysdale did the honors
Thursday night with a 4-1 tri-
umph over the Braves that sliced
their National League lead • to
one-and-a-half games.
Engaged In Duel
Southpaw J o h n y Antonelli
limited Cincinnati ,to seven hits
in pitching San Prancisco to a
5-1 decision. Antonelli was lock-
ed in a 1-1 pitclling duet with
Harvey Haddix until the eighth
when the Giants rallied for four
runs, including Orlando Cepeda's
15th homer with two men on
base.
The St. Louis Cardinals beat
the Pittsburgh Pirates, 8-2, for
their • sixth straigh win in he
only lotheri National League game
scheduled. -
Three errors conributed to the
off Vito Valentinetti and earned
reliever Murry Dickson his sixth
victory. The triumph was the
A's sixth in a row, their longest
winning streak since they shifted
the franchise from Philadelphia
to Kansas City four years ago.
Roy Sievers hit his 14th and
15th homers for the Senators.
Player of the Day
By United Press International
Warren Spahn
The zip has gone, from his
fast bail, but good condition and
a complete knowledge of his
profession still make Warren
Spahn of the Milwaukee Braves
one of the major league's top
pitchers today.
Spahn, 37, broke into the big
leagues to stay in 1946 ether a
three-year hitch in the armed
forces. Since then he .bas won
more games in t h e National
League than any other pitcher-
233.
Seldom plagued by a bad arm
or poor condition, he has pitched
200 or more innings every year
he has been in the majors,
reaching a ton of 311 innings
in 1951.
•
This season, with the Braves
hampes:ed by poor pitching and
a series of injuries, only "Old-
Man" Spahn has been able to
take his regular turns. And he
hes done it in his usual classic
style.
Tueschy night, he Pitched a
neat three-hitter over the 'San
Francisco Giants to give ths de-
fencing world champion Braves
a ct.mfort able three and one-
half game lead, their biggest
mergin since the 1058 season got
underway It was Staihres. ninth
invni against four losses and gave
him a good boost toward hang-
ing up his ninth 20-game victory
season.
Game managers of the Dela-
ware Game and Fish Commission
have distributed over eight tons
of Korean and Seneca lespedeza
seed to hundreds of Delaware
farmers Who have placed portions
of their farms in the soil 'bank
acreage reserve.
Williams Homers
Ted Williams' ninth homer of
the year in the eighth inning
powered the Boston Red Sos to
a 2-1 victory over the Cleveland
Indians. 'Williams hit his tie-
breaking homer off Cal McLish,
who also -Was tagged for a sev-
enth inping homer by Dick Ger-
nert.
Ike Delock held the Indians
to five hits and struck out , 12
to notch his fifth victory without
a defeat.
Seuhpaw Jack Harshman of
the Orioles turned in his third
shutout of the campaign by beat-
ing the Tigers, 2-0, with a five-
hitter.
Baltimore picked up its first
run off loser Billy Hoeft in the
qpening frame on a walk, Dick
Williams' single, a wild pitch and
a sacrifice fly and its final
run in the sixth on Bob Boyd's
homer. The victory was Harsh-
man's sixth.
Hitless relief pitching over the
last 2% innings by Bobby Shantz
and Art Ditmar helped the Yank-
ees to a 4-3 triumph over the
White Sox.
Johnny Kucks, who was cred-
ited with the victory, was lifted
in the seventh after Jim Rivera
hit a two-run homer. Shantz and
Ditmar then thoroughly bottled
up Chicago's attack.
Giants Still On
Top In Prep Play
The league leading Giants scor-
ed two runs in the bottom of
the ninth to defeat the Tigers
5-4 last night in Prep League
play In the other game the
Braves out-hit the Pirates 9-5
but were beaten, 7-6.
The Giants had their hands
full with the stubborn Tigers
as they tied the game in the
bottom of the seventh with a run
which sent the contest into extra
innings.
'Both teams could only muster
three hits each as Stony Henson
of/TM-Sled Jerry Weaver. Henson
struck out seven and walked
seven while Weaver KOed eight
and walked four.
Billy Cloys of the Giants ac-
counted for two of his teams
hits with two singles. Mack,
Fitts got the other which was
also a single.
Harold Moss, Robert Lee, and
Steve Sanders hit for the Tigers.
Moss' blow was a double and the
other two were singles.
The Giants tied the game in
the seventh when Cloys singled
and scored on errors.
After a blank eighth the Tigers
went ahead in the top of the
ninth when Weaver reach base
on a error and scored on a pass
ball.
However, the Giants won in
the bottom of the inning on two
runs when Sykes got on base on
an error and Henson walked.
Sykes scored on a sacrifice by
Fit Golf Clubs to Swing Says Designer
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Praia international
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
plight of Floyd Patterson, the
nrofessional golfer and the pro
football player all were clearer
today as result of a session
with Cus D'Amato, Toney Penne
and Jim Lee Howell.
Those three experts in their
respective fields were guests
Tuesday night at a UPI dinner
in Leone's for 35 sports editors
attending the American Press In-
stitute at Columbia University.
Baseball doesn't need any help
in these days, so Ford Frick,
Its commissioner, for some unexs,
plained reason didn't bother to
show, up.
But like a lot of other people,
these days, the sports editors gotl
along very nicely without the
national pastime.
Penna, the handsome MacGreg-
or cluub designer, helped a lot
of us errant golfers when he
explained that it's about time
we fairway failures realized we
have to be fitted for our clubs
just as we do for our suits and
shoes.
Advises Good Fit
"I'm not shilling for MacGregor
clubs or any other kind," Toney
explained, (and we'l let him get
away with the plug), "but any-
body who wants to get the most
of his golf game has to have
his clubs fitted to his swing.
Buying 'blind' you can't get the
fit that you can get simply by
going to any pro shop and letting
the professional fit you."
As for the pro circuit, Toney
explains why you don't have the
colorful, after-dark playboys that
You once had in pro golf.
"In the old days. golf was
a sport," he says. "Now it's a
business. In the old days there
were only five players w ho
could win-Walter Hagen, Gene
Sarazon, Tommy Armour, Bobby
Jones and I'll let you name your
own fifth. •Today there are 15
who can win any tournament
-and another 15 who just might
slip in the side door.
"The result," he idds, "Is that
they have to train like Joe
Louis. There just isn't time to
relax because now they play
for as much money in one tour-
nament as %Ise used to play for
in an entire year."
Getting around to pro football,
Jim Lee Howell, the New York
Giant football coach who was
some pumpkins in his own right
as a pro player told the sports
editors that h4 played "in the
stone age of pro football."
Would Be Too Soon
"If I was trying to play today,"
he admitted, "I'd to be too small
for defense and too slow for
offense. In these times, you can't
just be fast or just be big-you
have to be both 'big and fast
I'm an Arkansas man and some
of our alumni got real excited
about Buddy Brooks, one of
our guards. But Buddy, while
a real fine player, only weighed
210 pounds You just can't expect
a 210 pound man to cope with
those 250 and ,260-pounders who
play on the line in pro foot-
ball."
D'Amato. manager, of heevy-
weight champion Floyd Patterson,
defended sending the cgs ikp
against Olympic champion Pete
Rademacher and contended that
the results of lie early rounds
indicated that "Rademacher was
just • good a choice as any." ,
He admitted, however, that he
expected more trouble against
Roy Harris, the undefeated bat-
tler from Cut and Sitoot, Tex.,
when Patterson meets him at
Los Angeles in August.
"I just hope the thatch is
okay." he said. "The IBC still
is using its obstructionist tactics
and will do anything to atop
us."
The IBC has about as much
chance, it seems, as a 90 shooter
at Pine Valley, Penna's "toughest
course.'I or a 200-pound guard
against the Howell-directed New
York Giants.
LAUNCHING •CLIANUP-French Air Fore* Gen. Lionel Max
Chaaain, mystery figure in the Algiers 'Insurrection." raises
a clenched flat in Paris as he announces he is launching
 a
"popular movement" to help Premier Charles its Gaulle
"clean up" France. This was the general's first public a
p-
pearance sines the days following the Algiers coup, when 
he
.14 "aimappearea" tram Pena (UPI Radiotslephoto)
Wass-- •
Cloys and Heron came home on
a pass ball. '
The Pirates led all of the way
in downing the Braves. Ferguson
was the winning pitcher with ten
strike outs and three walks. The
loser was Wallace with five
strike outs and four walks.
Tommy Carraway provided fot
two double for the Pirates with
Jackson adding a triple and
Buddy Farris a double.
Tommy Goodwin, Sammy Par-
ker, Richard Vance, Jerry Wal-
lace and Grogan all had hits
for the Braves.
Fight Results
Sy United Pram InternatIon•I
LOS ANGELES - Jose (Tolu.
co) Lopez, 120, Mexico City,












506 W. Main St. Telephone 130
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
CLEARANCE SALE
The Following Items Must Be Sold!
14-ft. ARKANSAS TRAVELER list $326
14-ft. CHEROKEE No. 1450U hat $347.50
1954 JOHNSON 25 h.p. MOTOR asking $325
18-ft. INBOARD 65 h.p. RUNABOUT
ALL FISHING TACKLE  20% OFF
- ASSORTED CASTING PLUGS -
bat $1.35 SALE 750 each
ASSORTED BASEBALL BATS














































































IN PENNSYLVANIA DEWS country, the
y re serving Schaum Torte, a blueberry favorite.
The dessert has a crisp, crackly crust Spoon blue
berries in sugar-bitters sauce Over it.
'..15••••• -1 • -
e —rein —1.011111f*.,..T.T.4•IROVIII.
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
• I.




' frosted, delicious blueber-
ries are in season' If that
doesn't inspire thoughts of
tempting desserts, what does"
You can serve them
drenened with cream or com-
bined with other fruits for
salads and cups. There's blue-
berry pie and blueberry cob-
blers and muffins to make
Add berries to pancakes.
Turn them out in tart shells.
Whip up a shorte•ae or cob'




goodies are standard fare In
Pennsylvania Dutch coun-
try, where they've been fa-
vorites for years
One's a Schaum Torte with
a crisp, crackly outaide that
gives way to a melt-in-your-
mouth airy meringue inside.
The other's Blueberry
Dumplings You ye never
tasted anything like them
served bubbling hot and fra-
grant, topped off with plenty
of thick sweet cream'
I Blueberry Schram Torte:
Place 6 egg whites in cold
bow, and beat until stiff
gradually adding 2 c, sugar
a few tbsp at a time When
sugar is half used, add lie
tap vanilla and 2 WI vine-
gar Add real of sugar in
larger arneunta and keep
beating until frothy and in
peaks.
Pour mixture into is-re-
gressed, deep spr.r.g•form
pan' bake 1 hr at 251* I•
•
• larialktiallanfill
TOPPED OFF with heavy cream, dumplings. coo
ked in a
blueberry mtxture, come to the table hot and b
ubbling..
Ranee 1 pt. fresh cultivated
blueberries and put In sauce-
pan with L4 c. sugar. 1 e. wa-
ter and 12 tsp. aromatic bite
teas Sim riser 16 min. Chill.
Ceusi Ciresckles
Remove torte from oven
and let cool in pan Crust will
crackle as torte cools but re-
main intact. Re ease spring
after torts is coo: an care-
fully pertiV torte on platter.
Garnish torte top with
fresh blueberries and add 1
e. fresh. unsweetened eTee-
berries to chi:led sauce Just
before serving. Cut torte in
wedge; and pour blueberries
'and sauce over each piece
Serves 6 to 8
Pennsylvania Dutch Blue-
berry Bolted Durarltnes• in a
EFFECTIVE MONDAY, JUNE 30
Ale address of our
Business Office
in Murray will be
- 604 OLIVE ST.
Southern Bell
TELEPHONE and TELEGRAPH CO.'
deep saucepan, place 3 c. wa-
ter. 1 e. sugar and 1 qt fresh
cultivated blueberries Bring
to a rolling boil
Meanwhile, sift together
c. flour. 2 tbsp sugar, se
tee salt, 1,2 tsp baking pow-
der.
Beat 2 eggs Into c. cold
mak and mix with dry In-
gredients to make soft dough.
Lightly form Into oval dump-
lings.
Be sure berry mixture is
boiling vigorously, then
drop dumplings into mix-
ture. 'Dough may also be
drepped by spoonfuls..
Let dumplings ecak for 10
nun. Serve immediately In
sauce Pass pitcher of heavy *
cream.






T he Coldwater Homemakers
2lub will meet in the home of
Airs. Theron Crouch at one-
thirty in the afternoon.
• • • ins
Tuesday, July 1 ,
The Murray Aasertatay of
allinberw for Girls will meet in
1St Masonic Hall at 7:30 in the
evening.
• • • •
The Ann Hassettine Class of
the Memorial BaneLvt Chunth
will meet in 'the home of Mrs.
'Robert Boitratt, 701 Dm Street,
; at 7:30 in the evening.
• * • •
The Winsome Class of the
elernorial Baptist Church will
Auburn...
(Continued from Front Page)
TS on which the French army had
encountered sure World War IL
The military took over in Al-
geria, partly because of t is e
senseless struggle in that area
vehich apparently would never
come to an end, he said.
The French president recog-
nacxa," he said, that he would
either have to turn the natton
over to De Gauffe or suffer an
invasion by their awn army.
Wells was introduced by
Ralph Woods.
Visiting Rotarians were Ernest
Greer ,of Paris and Robert 'Sis-
ta& of Ada, Ohio. Ruben Baer
had his father - in - law, Mr.
L.undquist, as a guest.
The guest of Hiram Tucker
was his son Donald Tucker.
Gueet of Ray Kern was his
brother and guest of Vernon
Hale was Vallsam Metoan.
Retiring president John Quer-
ternans theneed the club for
the honor it had given h.m by
making him president of the
club the past year and turned
the gavel over to Walter Baker,
Incoming president. Baker wal
begtn hisnenv Rotary year next
Thursday.
Baker made a • short t a 1 k
thanking Quer.ermous for his
Keens over the past year and
pledged his beet kir the coming
term of ofesce. Quererrnous was




(Continued from Front Page)
tion, you're dead.
Bel would not have died ex-
cept for a last minute hunch.
Be was supposed to go on one
of the other planes but had a
feeling that Cocoa was going
to make the best time.
So Bill traded with another
CAA observer, Kenneth Douglas,
and died with the others on
Cocoa, including Norman Mon-
1
teliair of United Press Interna-
tional. Ken rode with me and
lived.
DOLLAR SION—Elfrida van
Nardroff, the gal who seems te
know an the answers. reads
some of hes mountain of fan
mall —a lot of it marriage pro-
posals—In New York aa she
contemplates going pest the
$24W0(,0 mart on the quiz show
'•Twenty-One."( UPS Teanaino)
Rea...d Our 'Classifieds• 
CHIROPRACTOR
Dr. W. T. Doss
Hours: Mon., Wed. 4. Fri.
49 a.m. to 9 g.rn.
Tues. - Sat.
9 a.m. to IS pun,
111411111141 a y - 9 a.m. to Noon
APPOINTS PREFERRED
f111 to.;,, St. glip 11N
•
aterfield
(Continued from Front Page)
hied as a a r" she campaign
ague that might be used by
Wyatt and Combe
He said, "They get money ex-
actly where I get it. They are
going to take maney from peo-
ple too. Ninety per cent of those
people who contribute to Wyatt
and Curnbs are paying because
they hotat they get in office and
can grve them a jab in return."
FIVE DAY FORECAT
By United Press intern ional
K.Ke PlaaCY — Temperatures
for ttae five day period, Satur-
day through Wednesday, will
averate 4eur to five degrees be-
low the state average of 78
degrees. A little warmer Satur-
day and Sunday, tuning cooler
at, eut Monday or Tuesday. Pre-
clipeatian Will average one-ter.th
to two-teMna inch in scattered
showers or thunderihcav ere or
Wevinesiey.
TREASURY REPORT
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Tteasury lamed a final report
on its recent $9,550.000,000 fi-
nancing. It said holders of three
maturing issues exchanged all
but 356 million dollars worth of
their securities for 1 h e new
Treasury issues offered. Subscrip-
tions for. a new 2's per cent
bond totaled $7,384a214300. The
...seines of the rollover, 31,813,-
261490, went iditu a -0/4 per cent
certificate.
meet in the home of Mrs. James
Biala* at 7:30 in the evening.
• • • •
Monday, July 7
The Kneisey WSW will meet
at the eisurch at 720 in the
evening.
• • • •
The Cara Graves and t b e
Grace Wyatt Claviers of the Col-
lege Prerkaterian Church will
meet at the home of Sirs. Jack
Beate for a picnic at 6 p.m.
• • • •
Tuesday, July 8
Murray Star chapter No. 404
DES will meet at 7:30 in the
evening in the Masonic Hari.
• • • •
The Morning Circle of the
First' Methodist Church w 1 1 I
meet in the aorne of Mrs. Glenn
Doran at 9:30 am.
• • • •
Wednesday, July
The Wesleyan Cinge of the
Methodist Church will meet in
the social hall of the church t
70 in the evening.
• • • •
Friday, July 11
The North Murray Harnernak-
ere Club will meet for a ptcrue




The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet this evening
at 600 for a picnic on the learn
of Mrs. S. V. Foy, Sycamore
Street.
• • • •
Monday, July 14
The Matte Belle Hayes Cimie
of the First Methodist Church
will meet in the chunth's secial
hall at 7:30 pm.
• • • •
PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs. E. L' Janes acre
bars at a denier on Sunday,
June 22 for Mrs. Annie Jones
and Mr. aril Mrs. Conrad Jones.
• • • •
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H Jones
and children, Jan and Nancy,
returned recently after spending
seViltri days in the Smoky
Moutra ins
• • • • ,
Mr. Charlie Steele returned to
Detroit after 'pending several
days visiting as mother, Mrs.
Hattie Steele.
• • • •
Mr. Earl Osborne of Texas is
visiting Mr. arid Mrs. Billy Joe
Parker of 500 Vine Street.




l. Mr. end Mrs. Woodmw Rick-
Ewan announce the marriage of
*heir daughter, Patricia June, to
Harry Thomas Allison, st,n of
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Allmon.
The vows were read Saturday,
June 14 in Corinth, Miss., by
the Rev. Hichanaim. attending
the couple were Mr. and Mrs.
Dwaine Spencer.
The bride is a junior at Mur-
ray H.gh Sehial. Mr. Allison
was graciuted frum Murray Hign
Sdhool an the class of 1968.
The couple will make lair
home on South 15th Street,
CHICAGO — Bed-faced (An-
nals of the National Detective
Bureau have a top _Friona*. cao
,n their hands. Buitlan breice
into the firm's office and escaped







Reservations for 75 persons
have been received by Mrs. John
Pascua secretary of Murray
Toastentstress Club, for the
charter dinner e the club house
Saturday evening at 630.
Mrs. Albert Tracy is presi-
dent at the club and will accept
the rational charier from Miss
Pat lernshuff, national director,
Louisville, in a formal presenta-
eon.
Mrs. C. C. Lowery will be
installed president for the next
six maths by Mrs. Lizabith
Reed, regional counselor, lestdu-
oath. Miss Pat Phillips, president
of the region, Neeteelle will be
on the prograrn. Mrs. Jo Neil
Rayburn will be topic mistress.
Mrs George Hart wet be taast-
mistress
The seventeen charter mem-
bers of the Murray Toastmis-
tress Club will partkapate In
the evening event. Formal in-




Use Alpha Sigmas Alpha alu-
mni chanter met recently in the
home of Mrs. Chuck Simons.
Plans were made for a supper
party for the Alpha Sigma Al-
pha active., attending attending
college this summer.
Attending the meeting were
adescleunes Stub Wilson,' Joe
Cooper, John Davis, Max Cook,




Mr. arid Mrs. Raymond Cole,
Mrs. Bettis of Onnulare,
weer entertain ee Tuesday even-
ing when Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Idelugin and Mr. and Mrs.
George Hart were hots at a
dinner party at the liana c A.-
bate on Kentacky Lake.
Mr. and M. Cole and Mrs.
'Bettis are visiting in the home
of Kr. Cole's sister, Mrs. Gatl
in
Cllogiton and Mr. Clopton. They
wkll return to their lame Sat-
urday.
CORRECTION
A story appearing on the
Woman's Page in Wednesday's
Leer and Tunes conoerning
the joint meeting a the Wood-
men Circle and the JuniorGrove
was incorrect. The meeting will
man at local civic clubs and not be 
Thursday evening as was
neighboring Toastanistren a n detated in th
e story. The Ledger







ACTION - PACKED HITS
BOTH in TECHNICOLOR 2
  The longer they ran
through the jungle,
hunted like animals
. .. the closer they
came to living like
animals!












N'S FIRST BIG DRAMATIC SINGING ROLE'
JAILHOUSE ROCK
• • •
C M -I N G
"DON'T GO NEAR THE WATER"
  *
Another BIG FIREWORKS DISPLAY JULY 4t
h
— * —









Mr. and Mrs. Bishop
Complimented With
Informal Party
Mr. and Mrs. James Biehop,
who with their Lour children,
are visiting his sister, Mrs. Jack
fkost and Mr. Frost, were com-
plemented with an inforrruil
party at the Name of Mr. and
-Mrs. George Han Wedhesday
eventing.
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop have
been in London, England the
pas.* three years.
Those included at the party
were Messrs and mesdames Bis-
hop, Frost, T. C. Doran, Beale
Outland, Guthrie Churchill,
George Ed Overby, Maurice
Crass, Seiburn White, Torn Row-


























2 $ 9,0,brio SUMMER-FALL Doubt.     o c  r uRpAaTnEcSy .April 16 thrv December IS.
Dancing and romancing — that's YOUR
Millionaire's vacation at the celebrity-
filled New Terroce .Hotel' So don't wait
another minute for reservotions!
SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OW WRITE —
NEW TERRACE HOTEL
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MGM & TIMM -- MURRAY  KENTUCKY
I. par WeIll *Pr VINO daps. Ciaasafflad ads are IN7libe• IP *shame*
r FOR SALE
FOR SALE or RENT: Nice mod-
ern 6-room borne on two acres.
Full basement, garage, located
. on Hwy. 641 about 1 mile out.
FOR SALE: Good home nea
college with out $150.00 per
menial income. Two baths, pri-
ea! intrance. See this bargain.
Owner leaving town, wants to
ell.
A GOOD home on nice quite
street. Nioi shady lot, two bed-
rooms on first, moor, two on
second fluor, furnace heat. Only
$7,500. Loan Transferable.
'Galloway Ins. & Real Estatediea
A.G sway Insurance and Reel
te Agency, Phone 1062, home
15 -M. June2OC
PRACPICALLY NEW GE push-
button electric stove, Titan 3-
room heater, linoleum rug, bed
daverspert, table, chairs, TV en-
ema. Call 1755-W. Mn. R. C.
— -
Rickert, 1015 Payne. Juner/C
SMALL Frigidaire refrigerator.
Runseaad freezes wl. Call 345
ot see at V* N. 7th St., city.
lune2aP
GIRLS 26" super deluxe bicycle.
Call 903 clays, 11I0-J niehts.
June27C
WESTINGHOUSE waster - dryer
combination, used 6 mo., 21 in.
table model IT, good condi/hod,
Jameson twin bed, used 6 nea,
deeds play gym. Must selL
Leaving city Call 1593-a9 or see
at 503 Elm St. 'Junea0P
CSUBOR Duerr no*" v.th 1%
Rotonone for ' Mexican bean
beetles and other garden pests.
Ortho Rose Dust, for all Sowers.
Douglass Hardware.
MOTORCYCLE, good condltIon.
Owner in service reason for sell-
ing Phone 1823, Wood -ow Rick-
man. June30C
ELVIS PRESLEY plays his longest lose scene to d
ate in MGM's
"Jailhouse Rock", with blonde Jennifer Holden on t
he receiv-
ing end of the kiss. Judy Tyler and Mickey Shaughnes
sy are
others in the cast of the drama with songs which shows 
Sunday
and Monday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
•
FOR RENT 1 L±.UCTION SALE I
HOUSE, available ei reit of the
nuerth, on North 9th St. Call 97
days or 142 nit. Juhe27C
fiRrcK HOUSE on Waldrop
Drive. 2 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, dining room, den and
utility room. Phone 1627, or 48.
June27C
TO Permanent Tenants, Redec-
orated. 3 bedrooms, living room,
dining roan, kitchen, bath sep-
arate toilet, nice yard & porches.
Near 'town and schools. $85.00.
'114 Poplar Street. Jtuie30C
-WincE
20 YEARS experience in com-
mercial and domestic refrigera-
tion & air-conditioning. Emerson
Refiageration Srevice, 107 North
17th. Ph. 802-X-W. July29C
PIANO TUNING, repairing new
end used pianos. Cali David H.
Sisinislow at Chuck Music Center,
Murray. Phone 1458. Jultyl2P
PLUMBING REF'Alli, pump and
water heater sales and service.
Call Elrog **es, phone 69 day
or night. July 1C
rHURSDAY Afterresene we are
open! Pt's a good time to 'bop
it Stark's Hardware, 12th and
Poplar.
IXT US estipate your next
Paint job. First qualify 'mai'
theft. All work gueranteed. Nu-
Wee' Painters, Phone 613-J. Ted
Clack, 7•14Lr. Jul5912C
I Services Offered i.
OEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio di patched trucks. Duncan
Tank's, Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1'U•5-1,361. ..N16C
PUBLIC AUCTION sale will be
hekl, on Saturday, June 28 at
10:00 at the Lou Wilkinson farm
on Murray Route 3, near lalai
Grove, le male east of Earl Lee's
Grocery! on. Pettertown Road.
Will sell household geodfas se,.
frigerator, bedroom Mike, arise
era, odd chairs, tables, dining
room table, thebes, cooking uten-
sils, fruit, quilts, pillows, mat-
tresses, feather beds, sewing
machine, farm equipment, and






NEW YORK (UPI) —Around
Manhattan:
Our language is sprinkled
with cliches cone ernlng people
who turn green with envy or
purple rage. But I never theught
I'd see the day when we wuruen
would turn either 'color with
cosirnet ics
yet, a new group of makeup
shades includes emerald, ame-
thyst, and amber. They're all
the brainchild of Charles et the
Ritz cusneeticians, vsno announce
tett we are in "for an age of
adornment."
Recommended only for even-
and "for the girl with the
camellia complexion and dark
hair," the green makeup includ-
es green toned face powder,
made a little paler by blending
with buff if the wearer doesn't
have the courage to look hke a
sprig of met; eyes shadowed
with a shade called "fern"; Ms
out-lined with green; a dash of
black mascara for what t ii e
----nm
MAYPRESSES FtligUILT like
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TFC
aelAtealrel 21
T Tlic. END ot the tanner.
Atat.u% pushed sway
the empty ice-cream disb and
I0,keil at me across the table.
"You bothez me, Mister Don-
ald Lam."
"How 7" I asked.
-Nee give me the impression




"Perhaps. Perhaps Its some-
thing else. Tell me, Donald, do
you always have an see up your
%Sleeve 7"
-No."
"You act like It."
"I have to."
Her eyes searched mine. -Don-
sad, what do you think of me?"
"Why?"
"Because I want to know."
"You're nice."
"Are you Just saying tlist.$ Or
do you really feel It?"
"I really feel it."
"You get around • lot, Donald
you see a tot of the world. Whit
do you think of girls like me?'"
"I've told you"
"No, you've told me what y
ou
think of me. but I want to 
know
how you feel about girls like me."
-In what way?"
"What's the ume of beating
around the bush? I want to live
My life, not sit or some Isolated
Island and watch life Dow by
while I continue to get older.
You'll. spending life, whether you
valise It or not. You have only
so math coined, and It can't be
saved.
-I've told you about me. I like
gaiety. I like lights. I like laugh-
ter. I like companionship, I like
men who are attractive. want
contacts. creltement, variety The
ides of settling down to one big
anknii of constantly dirty Mabee
bores me to death"
"You're living the type of life
you want?"
"Yea--In a way."
"In other words you aren't In
love?"
"What makes you say that?"
-It you were in love, you'd
want to be with some one man.
You wouldn't want any other men
In your fife. Yobal want to watt
on him, to work for htm, to cook
for him, to sew for him, tO face
the game old link, full of the
same old dirty dishes."
"Do you think so?"
"IA'ell," I told her, "It's the
conventional thing to say, any-
, way "
▪ She laughed.
"You are, at the moment, liv-
ing the sort of life you want," I
-16
said 'Why worry about it?"
its the thought of the fu-
ture.
'What about it?"
"The tack of security The—
Donald. what's going to tappen
when I begin to get kess attrac-
ttve ether T begin to get a Mae
dumpy and lose my figure. when
men no longer find the desir-
able?"
-Men will always find you de-
sirable, as long as you remain
deaf rable "
"That s one of those darned
crAtic remarks you have to fig-
ure oat"
"What's your definition of 55-
curtly?" saked.
"I don't know.-
-Marriage 7" I asked.
don't think so. I, I just
wonder sometimes. . . . There
Isn't any real security in mar-
riage. You have • husband, and
you put the best year, qt your
We to washing dirty deans end
mending and losing your figure,
and then some blonde babe comes
along, ace the [leg thing you
know your husband tellS you he
wants his freedom—his freedom!
Where doe* that leave you!"
"Go on," I said "get it off your
chest"
"I'm worried sick about what
I MCI, Donald I'm trying to keep
from thinking about it."
"All right, then, talk about
Rex
She looked at me and laughed.
"How do you feel about sex, Don-
ald?"
"Flne. Doesn't everybody?"
"Donald, you heed your tongue
In your cheek all the time you're
talking with me. Your mind Is
a million miles away. Why can't
you be like other men and . .
well, keep nut on ale defensive
. .. take my mind oaf' myself."
-You don't think I'm giving my
mind tta proper exercise?"
"Tou're playing mental chess,"
she said, "and I'm a pawn. You're
get tiny ready to move me around,
and somehow I have the feeling
that if the proper situation arose,
I'd be expendable."
af told you that I was repre-
senting my client; that my cilept
was tierclay Fisher."
"And you have to be loyal to
him?"
"Yes."
"What would I have to do for
you—to pay you—to make you
also loyal to me?"
"That type of client loyalty
isn't divisible. I have to protect
the interests of Barclay Fisher."
She stadled me for a moment.
"Donald, I'm warning you. ant"




"So you'll be all tied up se
me and and have to s
for me, too. I need your brauls
I need your experience"
"Barclay Fisher has the firs 
call."
"I think," she told rue 'you'r 
in fee quite an eXpertence Qorn 
on, let's get out of oars"
I paid for the dinner I picke 
tip my hat at the hat-check coun-
ter and surreptitiously 
ran my
ringers around the inside of 
the
hat brim The claim check was
still there.
"Where do we go?" I asked
-Someplace where 1 can ta
lk
with you"
"Your apartment?" I suggest-
"Wouldn't that be very dan-
gerous?"
"Yes."
"Then why go there?"
"You have to go there some-
time."
-Sometime Isn't now "
"Veber, else would you go?"
"Places "
'If you didn't think the police
were looking for yoe. would you
go to your apartment?"
"Yes."
-If the police are looking for
you, would you want them to
find you In some of the other
places?"
"They might not find me."
"And again they might"
I summoned a cab, helped her
in,
"The Wisteria Apartments," I
told the driver.
She sighed. "'You're so darned
sure of yourself."
"and you don't like that?" I
asked her. -
She swayed over against me,
let her head rest on my shoulder
love it, Donald," she said
dreamily. "Perhaps underneath
you're worried and uncertain, but
you always have such an air of
finality, of being so completely,
sure of yourself and of what
you're going to do."
She raised her chin and
breathed. "Why don't you kiss
me, Donald?"
"Because I want to think "
!All right. Go ahead and
think," she said. -That's what
want you to do. When you quit
thinking, kiss me."
We Pods in !hence to the WLs-
terla Apartments.
Two womsji have something
to right also nd do, k4ith
Donald as tator. Continue





du:lecturer called "the heavy
lidded leek"; and finally, a (Mat-
ting of the green powder aggelied
in streaks ttuou,gt the ha.
match the rest of the mak
Beady for the purple ec;Initx,?
This is fur the lair skim with
red hair, and begins with a
mauve face powder, cenienues
onalihrough a "fine freet of sil-
vered ey e sh w ," ensue-eel
Iher for the lids, and blue mas-
cara. Mauve powder is' dusted
through the hair,
Fr r daytime, and especially
RED INK SPOTTERS—Here is p
art of the mob of some 1,500
Soviet youngsters who attacked the West 
German embassy
(background) in Moscow with stones, sticks 
and bottles of
ink. They lust about wrecked the 
front of the building,
presumably in retaliation for a prior dem
onstration at the
Soviet embassy in Bonn. 
(UPI ReutiotsisphotoA
recommended for the sun-tan-
ned blonde is the amber look.1
This includes gold-colored pow-
der, a streak at china blue eye-
shadow, and blue to outline the
Lids,
A United Press la-national
story from Cat-shaken, England,
this week preempted me to ask
the National Shoe Institute, a
I trade organization, how long
fashion intended to keep us
warnen wearing the needle heels.
The dispatch said that Oarshal-
ton's city fathers were cent-
plait ng that women's shoe
wefts are piercing road sur-
faces, making it easier for the
sun to melt She tar layer un-
derneath
The iratitute says that despite
some dam e_s I lc grip: ng about
narrow heels tangling with es-
calators and sidewalk grills, the
slim heel will be a favorite for
a long time.
"Skinny as ever for evening,"
said a spokesuan. "But if It's
any comfort to you, scene oi the
new daytime shoes do have the
broader, stacked heel.
"These are several layers of
leather -arid are not the old -
fasheortea bulky heel; they're
still built with the Louis curve."
JUSTIFIABLE COMPLAINT
WASHINGTON (UPI) — It's
bad enough, complained the
spokesman for the National
Sporting Goods An. to a Sen-
ate ate-committee Monday, that
some discount merchants a r e
gelling name brand fishing reels
for $16 instead of else P7.56
fist price. But, amid association
Secretary G. Marvin Shutt, "It's
even worse when the customers '
bring the reel to us to put the
line ore"
NANCY





  PAGE FIVE 
Ten Years Ago today
Ledger & Times File
The Murray High School Board will lead Murray's
delegation in the ..V.E.W. Parade in Paducah Saturday
afternoon. sf" -
The band will,be under the direction of Miss Mary
Elizabeth Roberts. - -
W. C. (Bill) Hatcher of Detroit, Mich., wll speak at
the Murray Church of Christ, Monday evening, June 28,
at 8:00 o'clock.
Mr. Hatcher is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Hatcher, formerly of Calloway County,
Miss Carolyn Carter, today was announced as second
prize winner in the National Caiendar Girl Contest
sponsored jointly brRepublic Pictures and Brown and
Bigelow.
Mrs. Ruth West is preparing to return to her home
in Clarksville, Tenn., f*llowing a two weeks visit with
her aster, Mrs. Lowery Parker and family.
Mrs. Chris Emmet of Houston, Texas, is the house
guest of Mrs. Jack Beale.
Friends, relatives and neighbors gathered at tire
home of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Williams to celebrate
'Mrs. Catherine Patton's 78th birthday.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Ang""°
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SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
4111111.111111111MMIIIIIINIIMPIPPII
by Raeburn Van Buren
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Farm News and Other Itch's of Interest to Our Readers in the Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County
Start Plant Bed For ,Good Progress 1959 Right Away I
Is Made In
Agriculture
yellow floiser of the squash adds color In the
rCounty ASC Offices should be
able in 1958 to give better service
175 million bushels less wheat. 'tc farmers who take out price-
.The Soil Bank is also supple-inn:Merl loans on grains Ellis 1
menting farm income, and con_ Goodwin Chairman. Calloway
!serving soil and water resources County Agricultural Stabilization •
fgr future needs. and Conservation Committee. de- I
The Rural Development :peno, reared today. He explained that
gram is under way us so tates this will be accomplished by
and is being expanded i 'ht use of centralized record-
Prices received by farmers in ' keeping in connection with .these Roy Rogers Will1957 averaged 3 per cent above Commodity Credit Corporation •. year earlier, and the gains Pr°gra rnS • Appear At Fair
The change in the handling .
of' the accounting work will I Roy Rogers. "King of the Cow-
relieve County
ASC offices 
of ttyns"fo ar-ill 
the 
e firstth  e fubannerordayat.tsraeo-f
many details, giving the staffs •
people of farms—from all sources more time to work with farmers the Kentucky State Fair. Sept.
—was the highest on record lit the administration of agricul- 
 
4-13. His talent packed show 
F
I will appear in Freettim Hall with 
or Foods
The repert is for sale by the torsi programs. The new system
Superintendent of Documents. U. I. also expected to result in more; four evening performances and
have mere shelves for the new
LEXINGTON, Ky. — How to
S. Government Printing Office, efficient service for warehouse, three matinees in which Fair
Washington 25. DC.. at 30 cents a transportation services, and bank. suitors may see the cowboy
copy. —particularly the smaller institu- star of television and movie
tions for where some of the fame in person.
necessary aecounting and inter- Sharing the limelight will be
est-computation work has been
• • • burdensorne.Family Living The large volume of detailedwork in tabulation of data, rec-
ords. reports. and related ac-
counting activities—formerly car-
. red out manually at local ASC
effices--will be centralized and
handled by special processing
equipment at Commodity Stab-
ilization Service field offices in•
Chicago. Kansas City. and New
Orleans.
. Chairman Goodwin emphasizes
that tamers will continue to
deal dirlectly with their local
ASC office on all matters of
erten price support These local
ASC cemmittees, as in the past,
will continue to approve and
extend commodity loans. keep
family-living . committee, which on file the receipts and notes
recently issued a survey on Ken- related to these loans and be
tucky families, prepared to service farme s
Some things found by the sun- promptly. In addition, the corn- _
vey: mittees will continue to handle
Half the Kentucky homes are local operations of purchase
occupied by two persons. and agreement. storage: and related '-
20 per cent by five .eir ..more activities of the price-support
persons: coal - is the fuel for programs. own right an accomplished per- their weight _ keeps them fromslightly more than half the state's The new system is being adopt- former, and five Of the Rogers', shifting when the door is openedresidences. bottlesi or liquified ad generally this year after a children. Linda Lou. Dusty, I or closed.
ably the most vivid red of all
Is found in peppers which also
paint the vegetable garden with
some of the most startling yel-
lows imaginable.
Yellow flowers are to be
found on pumpkins, squash and
muskmelons and they all ma-
ture into yellow, green or white
fruit. Cucumber flowers are
rather small compared to those
of squash but each vine pro-
duces hundreds of them which
eventually develop into shiny
green or white fruit, a Joy Is
see ripe and ready for slicing
OT pickling
A row of yellow or even
bright green beans stirs Use
imagination of any gardener.
In the vegetable garden,
green is not just green. Think
of the bluish cast on the foliage
of broccoli and the metallic tint
of .collards. Planted near eeets
other, they make a handsome
picture. And, when you're
planting color in your garden,
don't overlook the yellow-green
of corn and lettuce . they
give additional beauty to the
vegetable palette.
have been achieved primarily in
:he market, not through price
supports.
Per capita income in 1957 of
Facts Told
In Survey
LEXINGTON. Ky — Nearly
half the rural dwellings in Ken-
tucky were built more than SS
years ago, and 40 per cent • of
these dwellings are occupied "by
renters.
That's the report of Fred
Brockman. of the Kentucky Ag-
ricultural Extension Serv ic es
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Planobed
management for the 1959 tobactot
crop starts this month—despi e
the fact Kentucky farmers: not
have finished their 1958 tram -
planting operations.
Some of the practices farme.-s
Solid progress was made dur- can use now to produce strong.
ing 1957 in expanding agricul- healthy plants for !he 1959 crop.
tura' markets and reducing sure according to Ira Massie, tobacot
_pluses,- according to the Secre:ary specialist, are:
of Agriculture's 'annual rennet-7- - Select sites for the coming
which has just been 'published. year; (old Rites are desirable
'Kentucky Agricultural Stabili- unless black shank is a problem
tion and Conservation CpYri- en the individual farm') plow
mince Chairman Roy C. Gray and disk the selected site; seed
said the report- summarizes 1957 it to soybeans, cowpeas or cher
agricultural higfilights as follows: recommended legumes at a heavy
Farm assets rose to an all- rate as soon as possible, to
t:me high-1188 billion. Farmers eliminate grass and weed growth
have less than $11 in debts Lori in the area, reduce wildfire and
each 3101, of assets. Owner angular leaf-spot organisms in
equities rose 7 per cent during the soil, and to make the site
1957 to an all-time high of :freer of weeds next • spring. Turn
S168.4 billion, under the soybeans or cowpeas
Farm ownership is also a: a : in August before they go to
record high. Only one in three' seed: about two weeks later.
farms has 'a mortgage. The rate sterilize the soil by steaming.
of farm foreclosures in the year burning or use of chemicals; in
ended March 1. 1957. declined September or October, do the
sightly from the year before .• sreciteommended fall plowing of - he
and continued at a low level. ( ditch the bed properly and
Farm commodity exports total- then:highly, to eiceep off surface
ed $4.7 billion in fiscal 1957, an water during the fall and winter
all-time high in both quantity . Many farmers have found this
and value. "year-before" plant-bed manage-
:Surplus holdings of the Com- • mere of great value in their next
modity Credit Corporation were t year's crop.
cut by about one-fifth between
February 1956 a n d December
1957.
The family farm continues to
dominate agriculture. Ninety-six
per, cent of our farms and
ranches are family operations.
about the same years1
ago.
The Soil Bank is. helping re-
duce surpluses. Because of the
Soil Bank's acreage reserve, in
1957 we had about - 2 million pnwe
bales less of cotton, 6 million
Inmdredweight less rice. 93 mil-
lion pounds less tobacco, 225







Breathes there a man who
isn't interested in getting "two
for the price of one" There
are hidden assets in a vegetable
garden for, not only does it
produce succulent foods for the
table, but it provides blooms
and colors as lovely as any
you'll find in your flower gar-
den.
A delightful purple is found
,in the Vegetable garden in egg-
plants and in the flowers of
chives. If you look closely.
you'll discover lavender in the
heads of some cauliflower, for
they're not all a prosaic white.
;Kohlneligi tinges on the purple
and some beans, while purple
t on the vine. mysteriously turn
O green when they hit the cook-
ling Pot,
I Not even Rembrandt could
have complained at the deep
reds found in some cabbages
and in the veining of leaves of
rhubarb, chard and the leaves
of some beets. Red-edged lettuce
its a new color addition to our
gardens. Then there Is always
the red or yellow tomato to
(brighten up the garden. Prob-
petroleum gas for less than one
per cent
Only 8 6 per cent of Kentucky's
farm families have telephones.
though there is electricity in
97 per cent of the homes. Also.
there are more TV sets than
automatic washers in state resi-
dences. • _
Three times as many owners,
however, live in their farm homes.
as do renters; but in urban areas,
or non-farm area, the proportion
is about equal
Rural homes with non-central
heating systems (fireplaces, cen-
ter stoves. etc.) outnumber the
central-system homes by 16 to 1;
and the urban home segment
- four times is mane ,water
- as the rural seginent.
Re-a' ft sillies have taken to
smolt-nee. - large number,
th• orb F *too- -ent use electric
ranees 12 rer - -nt gas ranges
Fit rer rent ha -e conventional
we-hers font near't '75 per cent
beep -Kr-Pet/errs Bit only 14




try'-.out on a limited basis for
'several months in the Kansas
:City CSS Commodity -ofifce.
WHEAT FARMERS VOTE
WASHINGTON (UM —Wheat
farmers in 38 states, voting in a
national referendum, have ttippar- •
ently overwhelmingly endorsed
an extension of the government's
rigid marketing program to their
1959 crop Returns from all but
seven states showed 107.088. or
79.8 per cent of those voting.
favored the extension and 26.946
opposed. Results from most of
the major wheaj-producing states
of the Midwest have been tabu-
lated. A two-thirds majority is
required to extend the quota
system for a sixth straight year,
Se far farmers In New York,
West Virginia. Ohio. Pennsyl-
vania. Wino's. Alabama and Cali-
fornia failed to support the ex-
tension by the required majority.
Only the first four states did
not vote for quotas last year.




supply if canned foods is not
diffctet if yet+ forow the plan
carried tut in the energy-saving
kitchen worked out by home
economists at the USA research
center in Beltsville. Md
Most housewives prefer to store
canned foods in the basement
or cellar where the temperature
is lower, and there is less light
,( destroy quality. says Mrs.
Gladys Lickero UK Extension
foods specialist. But where that
isn't possible, or when it is
desirable to store foods that
will be used shortly, the follow-
rig plan is worth considering,
she says. It will reduce to a
minimum walking. stooping and
reaching.
The inside of a full-sized flush
closet door becomes the bank-
ground of the series of nine
shelves cut 44 inches deep.
They are set in a frame of the
same depth, following the out-
line of the dor. A novel and
important point is to have each
shelf tipped so its outer edge
is le inch higher than the edge
resting against the dor. This
braces the 60 cans or jars they
hold against the door so that
Sandy. Debbie and Dodie.
Outstanding features will be.
appearances by Roy's famous
trick horses, Trigger. Trigger, Jr.. t
Buttermilk and eight paleminos.1
Roy's action packed routines. in
which he works in complete
precision with the palomino lib-
erty horses, are certain to be
a prime attraction to 'all ages.
In addition to his own singing.
Roy will present America's best
loved western singIng Pt The
Sons 'of the Pioneers. As a special
highlight ,they 'will be heard in
a medley of all-time great west-
ern songs,
Pat Brady and his explosive
jeep. "Nellybelle." will provide
laughs for his television- fans
Who have followed his adventures
on the Rui Rogers' show.
"We feel our show is specta-
cular from start to finish." says
Roy. "We've got a jam packed
wholesome show 'ha' should ap-
peal to every family and all
ages—one to which. you can bring
Grandma to hold the baby!"
The framework can be mount-
ed the necessaty distance in
from the door's edge to permit
the door to close. Or slightly
more shelf room will be available
if one side of the frame (set
flush with ate outer edge) is
set at an agle -to allow the door
to close.
Other protective measures to
take care of the heavy
; of canned food Is to use heavy
I duty hinges on the door, and
a heavy caster at the corner of
the door that swings out when
the door is opened.
• If the lowest shelf is flush
with the floor, the caster can
I be attached to the outer edge of
I the shelf.
i CHUCKLES IN THE NEWS
PENSACOLA, Fla. (UPI) —
'Clyde Johnson, night club op-
: eratoenWedneerlay asked for an
i njuncti on agat net day light sa






sweet corn crop, still in the
early growth stage, is being hit
hard by the corn flea-bottle pesto
says the Kentucky Experiment
Station entomology department.
The insect. „related to the to-
bacco flea-beetle, carries a bac-
terial wil; known as "Stewart's
disease." says J. G. Rodriguez,
entomologist. If the insects are
not controlled. sweet corn crops
either will be destroyed by the
disease, or dwarfed so badly
they will not bear harvestable
e1.
Rodriguez says the tiny black
beetles feed on both sides of
corn leaves, but seldom if ever
eat completely through the
leaves. Instead, they strip off
a section of the leaf's top layer:
when the bacterial wilt disease
starts, it leaves a light-colored
streak along the leaves. The
young plant will show yellowing,
browning or wilting.
Field corn (dent type) is not
hit in the early stages as is
:he sweet corn seedlings. The
disease generally will be noticed
in field corn in August, when
pants are much higher.
Use 14 pounds of DDT actual
per acre in any form. Says Rodri-
guez; Dieldrin. at one quarter
of a pound actual material per
acre. These materials should be
applied as "banding over the
rows." If emulsion concentrates
are used, it will take three
quarts of DDT (a 25 per cent
ctmulsion concentrate) or 14
pints of Dieldrin (an 18.5 per






LEXINGTON, Ky — Estab-
inhment of the first scholarship
lo be used solely for agricultural
engineering students at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky was an:-
mounted today by Dr. Drayton
'F. Kinard, head of the univer-
sity's agricultural engineering de-
partment.
The $500 annual scholarship
has been provided by Western
Kentucky Gas Company and its
wholly-owned liquefied petrol-
eum gas subsidiary, Kengas. Inc..
both of which have their general
offices at Owensboro. The student
aid will be known as the Kengas.
Inc.. Agricultural Engineering
Scholarship, according to Dr. Ki-
nard.
G. J. Tankersley. president of
Western Kentucky Gas and of
Kengas. said the scholarship will
be made available immediately
Selection and recommendation of
the student who will receive the
annual financial aid will be made
by the scholarship committee of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics at the Univer-
stty of Kentucky. The usual
standards of scholarship, leader-
ship and need will be applied
In making the selection.
The terms of the scholarship
nrovide that, all things being
equal, the student who receives
It should be a resident of tha
service area of Western Kentucky
Gas Company or Kengas. Inc.
The two (Inns serve a large
portion of Kentucky They ope-
rate in 43 of ' the state's 120
counties from McCracken on the
west to Garrard on the east
, Western Kentucky GaR Com-
pany distributes natural vas and
maintains division offices at
Owensboro. Phlucah, Madison-
ville. Bowling" Green. Maslow
and Danville.
Kengas. Inc., has propane bot-
tled gas retail service centers at
Paducah. Murray. Marion, Hend-
erson. Madisonville. Owensboro
and Jeffersontown, Kentucky.
In providing the Kengas. Inc..
Agricultural Engineering Scholar-
ship. Tankersley said ft is his
remeany's "keen desire to assist5in the education of the y ng
men In whose hands rest the
continued °regress and net nal
prestige of Kentucky"
LIVESTOCK ENTOMOLOGY
SPECIALIST ON FOR UK
LEXINGTON, Kv — An en-
tomologist who will specialize in
work on insect pests of livestock
will assume his new post July
1 at the Kentucky Agricultural
Tioeriment Station and the Ken-
tucky Aviculture) Eaten si on
Service. '•
The new staffer is Dale Haws,
who recently finished advanced
degree work at Cornell Univer-




Eulis Goodwin, Chairman Cal-
loway County ASC Committee,
announces today that the ASC
office is now accepeting requests
for cost-sharing for the second
period practices. By participating
in the AC Program you have
the opportunity to establish con-
servation practices on your farm
o'hich will pay good dividends
and at the same time receive
cost-sharing for establishing the -
practice.
, I. A request must be filed 'in
writing with the ASC Committee
before the practice is started.
2. The practice must- be one
of the practices approved for
Calloway County.
3. The approved practice must
be prepared in accordance with
established specifications.
You do not have to comply
with allotments or soil bank
programi to be eligible to parti-




LEXINGTON, Ky. — Insecti-
cidal injury to tobacco plants
Is possible anytime from now
on in this growing season, says
the Kentucky Experiment Station
entomology department.
Here are three things to re-
member and guard against:
1) When spraying plants (part-
cularly against the budworm
pest) don't put too heavy a
concentration of insecticide into
the bud itself Avoid 'such injury
possibilities by holding spray or
dust applicator well away from
the plant, generally about 15
inches.
- 21 Do NOT spray tobacco
olants when air temperature is
more than 90 degrees F. Wait
until temperatures have dropped.
11,1 Do NOT use equipment
Which . has ever contained the
weed-killer 2. 1-D or similar
materials. Keep one set of equip- I
ment for weed-killers and an-
other for tobacco spraying.
BIRMINGHAM. Ala (UPI) —
Adam Whined, 34, today faced
changes at driving his one-horse
wagon the wrong way on a one-
way street while intoxicated.
FRIDAY — JUNE 27, 1953
t A Few Extra Tomato Plants
Work Wonders With Your Budget!
Even a few tomatoes planted in a small flower bed are decorative
and profitable. The average plant will yit Id up to a half bushel of
tomatoes, which can be converted to juice for less than 5 cents a
quart.
"Easy" is the word for tomatoes. They're one of the easiest garden
crops to grow, and just as easy to put up. Whether in the form of
juice, chili sauce, specialties, or canned whole, they make a hit every
time, when they have that "home-grown" flavor.
And there's a big saying in every plant. Tomato juice, for example,
costs only 5 cants a quart including seed, seasoning, pro-rated cost of
jar. closure, fuel, or less than one-third the store price.
That's why wise homemakers are setting out extra tomato plants
this year. They'll have plenty to eat, to gist` friends, anti to bome-can
for economical, vitamin-rich meals next winter! Try it. Like the girl
in the picture, you'll be smiling, too!
Murray Livestock Co.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 24, 198
TOTAL HEAD 700
Good Quality Fat Steers  124.00-26.00
Medium Quailty Butcher Cattle...20.00-23.50
Baby Beeves  24.00-27.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type 18.00-19.00
Canners and Cutters — 10.00-17.50
Bulls 22.50 Down
VEALS —
Fancy Voila  27.60
No, 1 Veals 27.30
No. 2 Veal.;  25.30
Throwouts  7.50-22.90
tiOGS —
180 to 240 pounds 23.50
Only All Jersey Milk
Has ALL the Extras !
ONLY SUNBURST
HAS PURE ALL JERSEY MILK
More Protein - More Calcium
More Phosphorus - More Milk
Sugar - More Food Energy...
Than Any Other Milk!!
The extra vitamins and minerals
found in SUNBURST ALL
MILK means better taste, better nutri-
tion and better health.
All these extras, plus a butterfat
content tailored to today's diet habits
is the reason the demand for All JerSey
Milk is growing everyday. •
MILK
Is Your Best Buy In Food
SUNBURST ALL JERSEY
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James Hamilton can abou
strighten out now after his ap-
pendectomy last 'week.
. The words -thank you" are not
over worked.
Lot of people will accept consid-
erations and favors and never
utter a ward of gratitude.
Speed Is credited with the cause
be most acculents.
alom• fellow said clotet marry
.or money, you can borrow it
cheaper.
Little Boy's essay on artatomy:
"Your head is kind of round and
hard, your brains are in it and
your hair on it. Your face is in
front of your head where you
eat and make faces. Your neck
is what keeps your head out of
Aollar. It's hard to keep clean.
Wour shoulders are sort of
shelves where you hook your
s-uspenclers on them. Your sturn-
mick is sornettnng that if you
do not eat often enough it hurts,
and spinach don't help none.
Your spine is always behind you
no matter how quick you turn
around. Your aims you got to
Witt with and so you can reach
the butter Your fingers stick
jut of your hands, so you can
throw a curve, add up eithrrui-
tick. Your legs is what 'if you
have not two of. you cannot get
to first base. Your feel' are what
you run on, toes are what al-
ways gets stubbed. And thats all
there is of you except what's
inside, and I never saw that."
Tee. TelKes-e-14-- was- hilted ficin
i'The Co(' Adtary pvblicatioo of
lhe Franklin Rotary Chib.
Now much are you worth? Many
years ago, the Chinese financier,
Li Hung Chang, while on a visit
to the United States, asked every
important man he met, the ques-
tion. "How much are you worth?
While not a very polite questian,
it was a fair one. Jesus was
...worth 30 pieces of silver to Ju-
Was, but he was priceless to
others. Yes, "What are you
worth" is a good question. What
are you worth in service, ideals
and character? How shall we
measure the value of man? A
farnous doctor says, from the
etandpoinit of chemistry, the av-
erage man is worth 98e He has
fat enough for one bar of soap;
Iron for a ten penny nail; meg-
yfesiurn for one dose; preassiurr.
for one cap for a toy pistol;
sulphur enough for 500 rriatcheq
arid lime enough to whitewash
a small chicken coop . . . Some
measure the worth of a man by
his bank balance, but did you
ever see a dollar sign on if tomb
stoned A college professor said
a man's value was enhanced
e70,000 by a college^ education,
abuI -later a tsmous _warden said
whe J3 ad a oorriplete• university
faculty in Sing Sing. Where,
then shall we look for the value
of your life? Chemistry dosen't
have the answer: great wealth
is not a measure af true value;
skill is inadequate, and genius
leaves something to be desired.
The real value of a man is his
value of harnseff, to his family,
.
his friends, his community. and
Wthe world. His value depends on
his ability to give of himself.
Two thousand years ago a great
teacher said, "He that loseth his
life shall find it." He gave him-







aaand a little warmer today and
111Sundiay. Fair tonight High to-
day 86. Low tonight 60.
• (Borne 5:30 am. temperatures:
Lou isv i Ile 57, Lexington 55, P3 -
ducah 59, Bowling Green 55,
Covington 55, London 54 and
leopkinaville 57.
-r
SNIPS C01.111M — Flames light
New York's East river under
the Manhattan bridge when
two ships, the Swedish freight-
er Nebraska and the American
tanker Empress Bay, collided.
Photographer Wthiam Finn of
the New York Journal-Ai:nee-
can made this photo and then
dropped dead, presumably of a
heart attack. Lower: The Em-
press Bay takes a final plunge.
The ships locked together,
floated with the incoming tide
and flames caught the bridge
13.5 feet up. (UPI Toieghoto)
Critically Injured
Farmer Refuses Blood ,
FLEMINGTON, N.J. (UPI) —
A critically injured young farm-
hand, who has stubbornly refus-
ed blood transfusions on religi-
ous grounds, w a s reported
"slightly improved" today.
The Huntenion Medical Cen-
ter said it was continuing an
what strugigle to save the life
of Philltp Peace, 10, od Cincin-
nati. Ohio. Peace's legs were
caught in a hay bailing ma-
days ago as Isse week-
.* on a farm awned by the
Jehovah's Witnesses sect.
Doctors erated on t h e
youth's crushed legs — mangled
fruit the toes to above the knees.
But Peace rturichly refused
blood transfusions as a violation
cif 'Jetiovah's Witnesses princi-
ples.
The hospital has maintained
round-the-clock nursing service
fair Peace, and administered un-
disclosed blood substitutes.
NOTICE
The Red Cross Intermediate
Swimming class will begin Mon-
day morning at 9 a.m. at the
Kentucky Lake Park and last
until 11 a.m.








Selected As A Best AB Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
. _
The Home Economics girls of
Hazel High School held a get-
together at Kentucky Lake State
Park yesterday.
The purpose of this get-to-
gether day was for the girls to
have the fun of being together
during vacation and also to
report on their home projects
experience.
The lees enjoyed a picnic
lance end swimming: Those thwif
tending were Patricia Barrow,
Janet Chrisman, Martha Taylor,
Jimmie Knight, Dianna Ferguson,
Nancy Holmes, Sharon Hill, Ka-
ren Craig.
Patricia Orr. Joan Sykes, Dor-
othy Henry, Janice Bucy, Mar-
garet Williams, Carolyn Hughes,
Patsy Hughes, Linda Cooper,
Gayle Nesbitt, Suzanne Cu r d,
Judy Orr, Linda Lou Brownfield,
Mary Lee Brownfield, Neta Pat-
terson and Mrs. Ray Brownfield,
the home economics teacher.
Also attending was the newly
elected teacher for next year,
Miss Nancy Thompson.
There are 15.000 amateur radio
operators in New York state




A "Jazz Seminar" with discus-
sion, live and recorded perform-
ance of jazz from its beginnings
to ttfensresence, will be the
feature of "College on Camera"
(WPSD-TV Channel 6) this aft-
ernoon at 5:00.
The program will be moderated
by Charles Farmer who will have
as guests on the show, Nancy
Adams of Fulton, Arthur Gonfrey
Talent Winner; "Chuck" Simons,
lafa,01caainiuer aeleatita Qnt..,..
at jazz; Rirhard Oldfield,
disc jockey who specializes in
"cool" jazz; Garnet Hood Jones,
disc jockey Who specializes in
"Dixie land"; Johnny Arne, Bass
Bob Singleterry, piano, Dick Nor-
ris, trombone, and others.
BITTEN WHILE SWIMMING
SARASOTA, Fla. (UPI) A
15-year old boy recovered today
from a severe bite inflicted by
an 'unknown marine creature."
The boy, Frank Mahala of Salem,
N.J., was bitten Tuesday while
swimming at a beach on Florida's
west coast. Authorities said the
animal may have been a barra-
cuda. Doctors performed a long
operation to repair damage to
the leg, which was bitten twice.
Some of the flesh was turn away.
Construction Of Dream Of Centuries, St.
Lawrence Seaway Is Almost Completed
By HAIIK7LL SHORT
United Press International
MASSENA, N.Y. (UN) — The
St Lawrence Seaway, the dream
came true for shippers and ex-
plorers for centuries, will be
a mecca for tourists with about
four million persons expected to
visit the area each year.
The tourist industry is one
of the major by-products of the
Seaway development which will
open the ports of America heart-
land to ocean going ships.
Next Tuesday is I-day for
Inundation Day. A blast of dyna-
mite will 'knock out one of the
temporary dams built to control
the river during the billion-
dollar canstrection project. It will
send the water cascading into the
channels for ships and swirling
against the big dams built to
generate electric power.
The midwestern tourist, accus-
tomed to thinking of the Seaway
in terms of ships coming to
the Great Lakes poets, will be
surprised to find the most specta-
cular sights are the big power
dams.
Brings New Industry
e The additional power from the
dams has brought new industry
here and more is expected. Two
plants have located here recent-
ly.
A number of facilities have
been built to make the trip
pleasant and educational for the
tourists. There are observation
stations complete with movies
showing construction in progress
and maps and scale models of
the dams and canals.
The construction crews are
mostly gone, the few here now
lyeing mostly f o r landscaping.
Only a few of the thousands
of bulldozers and earth moving
machines which once worked
around the clock remain. A few
big cranes lazily swing pieces of
steel into place.
The guides explain enough dirt
was moved to toad a train
streaching from here to Los An-
gele sand baelc and then some.
Dams half-a-mile long were built
to block off the river temporarily
so that all construction could
be done on dry groured. Bridges
that would be the envy of many
municipalities were built for con-
struction trucks. then discarded.
Three towns were rebuilt on
the Canadian side and more than
65 hundred persons were moved
inland to make way for the
power pool—a lake about 25
miles long.
Wreoked Or Moved
Summer cottages here in the
Thousand Islands resort area
were either wrecked or loaded
onto trucks and relocated miles
away.
Three permanent dams were
built. The Iroquois dam will
control the flow of water from
I.ake Ontario. The Long Sault
dam 25 miles downstream will
close the south channel of the
river and send the water into
the St. Lawrence power dam.
The power dam is the high-
light of the trip to the area.
The dam, 167 feet high, stretches
3.300 feet across the river to
connect the United States and
Canada. Both countries have built
glass enclosed observation towers
at their ends of the dam to
provide an overlook restaurant,
dancing and auditorium for *w-
ing movies of the construction.'
The dare has 32 generators















kilowatts for each netton. There
was room for one rhore generator
but not two. To avoid any dispute
over the distribution of power,
the space in the center of the
dem was not used.
The Seaway development re-
quired making the river deep
enough for ships needing 27
feet of water. This required ;3
dredging operations, some still in
progress, between Montreal and
Lake Erie. Seven locks were
built, two by the United States
and, five by Canada.
A Major Task
The majoc task in this coun-
try's part of the project Was
to build a canal around the
In ati al Rapids. In the past,
ing less than 14 feet
of water used a canal on the
Canadian side to get around the
rapids.
The United States blazed out
the 10-mile Wiley-Donero Canal,
formerly the Long Sault Canal.
and built two locks. The canal
has bottom width of 442 feet
and is more than 27 feet deep.
Cost was more than 17 million
dollars.
The two locks are the Dwight
D. Eisenhower lock and the Berta
rand H. nell lock. The fkst is
named for the President under
whose administration the Seaway
was developed and the second
for the late New York congress-
man who first proposed Om
Seaway in Congress more than
30 years ago.
The locks are almost identical
in size. They are 800 feet long
with huge steel swinging gates
to control the water. They are
80 feet wide and 30 feet deep,
bag enough 'to permit ships going
in the samcdirection to use each
lock at the asme time.
By SAM KUCZUN
United Press International
BRIM NORTON, Eng. (UPI)
—Two US. Air Force KC-135
jet stratoatankers will take off
Sunday on the return leg of the
ill-fated transatlantic speed rec-
ord misslion which originally
was dubbed "operation sure
thing."
Four of the giant "flying gas
stations" were to have partici-
pated in the mission. But only
two "Alpha" and "Bravo", made
the flight.
A third crash shortly after
takeoff front Westover Air Force
Base, killing all 15 persons
aboard, including six newsmen.
The flight of the fourth w a s
canceled.
Wanted New Record
The crewmen and passengers
of both "Alpha" and "Bravo",
which broke the existing London
to New Yyrk flight record, were
eager to set a London to New
York mark in spite of the crash.
As one crewman put it: "It was
one _al those breaks."
Newsmen aboard the planes
learned of the Massachusetts
tragedy only after the two KC-
135 four-jet planes landed at
this US. Air Force base north
of London.
The newsmen spent the night
in London Mere was no cele-
bration of the new world speed
record and there was little talk
of the 15 men who died.
Mad• Existing Record Crumble
"Akita" shattered the old
New York-London speed record
of 7 hours and 20 minutes for
the 3,465 statue mile flight. The
giant plane was clocked in 5
hours, 27 minutes and 42.8 sec-
onds, for an average speed of
630.2 miles an hour.
"Bravo," the plane this cor-
respondent was aboard, was
minutes slower. This correspond-
ent was assigned .to aaBravo" in
a last-minute eivitch from "Co-
coa." the plane which crashed.
It was learned that the U.S.
Aar Force was so certain the
planes would set a new speed
record that the mission w a s
'tentatively named "operation
sure thing." But officials later






'SAN FRANGISOO (UPI) —
An official of t h e American
Medical Association has warned
that medical quacks are thriving
in spite of, and partly because
ore new advances in science.
Dr. Louis M. Orr, of Orlando,
Fla., president-elect of the AMA,
described the paratioz of a
quagkery "boom" during a per-
iod of great medical progress.
He spoke before the California
Commonwealth Club Friday as
the AMA concluded its annual
meeting here, the largest gather-
ing of doctors in the world.
"The achievements of legiti-
mate scientific research," Orr
said, "always seem to lead to
some new scheme of quackery.
a/americans have been condi-
tioned to believe that science is
capable of aknost anytterig," he
said, and quacks "with a lilac:*
box, a powder, a pill or a liquid"
seek to capitalize on the wide-




Orr, slated to take over lead-
ership of the AMA next year,
brought laughter to his audience
by showing it scene of the "mar-
velous devices," the vials of
"mysterious powder" and jars of
"cure-all" pills used by quacks.
"These can be hurnurous to you
and me," he said, "but imagine
the heartache, the letdown, the
Cyst and the suffering they have
caused siek people."
Tie soggested patients beware
of any medical man who uses
"secret" machines or formulas;
who advertises, using -ease his-
tories"; who demands "Investi-
gation" of his cure; who claims
medical men are "persecuting"
hen, or who runs down surgery
arid he usual treatments of dis-
ease.
AKRON, Colo. (UPI) —Eastern
Colorado's grasshopper infestation
is apparently on the move,
Swarms of the pests were
reported flying as high as 6.000
feet above the ground Friday
by pilots in the area.
The hoppers, according to re-
ports received at the U.S. Weath-
er Bureau observation station
here, were migrating north.
Weatherman Don Miller, 26, of
Otis, Colo., said he received "at
least a dozen" reports from pi-
lots, including one that placed
a cloud of hoppers at 4,500 feet
30 miles southwest of Fort Mor-
gan.
Another pilot report said
"moderate clouds" of grasshop-
pers were spotted 50 to 60 miles
east of Akron at an altitude of
6,000 feet.
By nightfall, Miller said, pilot
reports indicated the hoppers had
settled down.
Good flying weather enabled
spray planes to step tap insect:I-
cicle treatment of the stricken
region where five counties have
been declared disaster areas by
Colorado Coe. Steve McNicholas,
Northeastern Colorado ranch-
ers report the hoppers are in-
creasing on range and cropland.
County agents say the insects
are eating the alfalfa, clover





Charles Pogue, local sanitarian,
has received notification from t
U.S. Public Health Service at
he has been accepted for full
traineeship at Tulane j,3iversity
at New Orleans. I the past
year Mr. Pogue l3.a4 been sani-
tarian for the noway County
Health Deparjscent. Prior to this
he was wit the Food and Drug
Administ tion for the Federal
Goveriit6ent. He was a chemist
in I.Keir original office in St.
Louis, Missouri.
He spent two years in the
service during the Korean con-
flict with the most of this time
in Germany. After returning from
the servics. he entered Murray
State and received his B.S. with




n in Kentucky to be
Mr. Pogue is the first county
admitted to a school of Public
(Continued on Page Two)
Bert Combs Club
Is Organized
Mining Company Officials Are
Held By Castro, Cuban Chief
FlAVA.NA, Cuba (UPI) —Min- ',atilt' as the "greatest rebel
ing company officials today gropareanda stunt" since Castro's
were reported negotiating with
the Fidel Castro rebels for the
release of ten American and two
Canadian engineers kidnaped in
a bold rebel raid on a U.S.-
owner project in Oriente Pro-
vince.
U. S. Arnbasador Earl Smith
warned Friday night that the
US. government "will use every
means possible" to get the kid-
naped men back. But he said
the first step was ,to see what
the officers at the, Moa Say
Mining Co. were able to lo.
About 200 heavity-armed reb-
els m000ped down tram their
mourrtain hideouts Thursday
night against the mining project
in the first deliberate attack
against US. citizens in Cuba.
Official reports said the raiders
were led by Castro's brother,
Raul.
Accused of Furnishing Oasoline
The raid was said t be in re-
tahatian for alleged "U.S. aid to
the Cuban government." US. of-
ficials said the rebels accused
the United States of supplying
gasoline to the Cuban air force
from the US. naval base at
Guantanamo Bay. They said
there was no information to
aupiliat the .
Informed sources said the reb-
els told the engineers "We are
instructed to kidnap all foreign-
ers working on the project be
of the help the US. gov-
ernment is giving the Cuban
army." The rebels were said ta
have added "You will be held
in the halls a couple of days."
The 12 men were loaded o
trucks and driven o f f ier
armed escort, The rebe also
tie* 19 trucks and s and
looted supplies of a n d
medicine. Women and children
at tbe camp, • two miles
fron, the vii Moa on the
north cos were not molested.
• ibeel As "Useless"
sources described t It e
LOUISVILLE (UPI) — The
Young Kentuckians for Bert
Combs Club was organized here
Friday with Wendell H. Ford, of
Owensboro, as president.
Ford is a former president of
both the Kentucky and US.
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
David Wipe, of Louisa, was nam-
ed secretary.
Ford said each of Kentucky's
120 counties would have organi-
zations backing Bert Combs,
Prestonsburg attorney, in the race
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination in 1959.
Attending the meeting were
James Watson of Paducah; J. 0.
Hardin III of Loilisville; Robert
Pierce of Frankfort; Tom Soyars
of Hopkinsville; James McDaniel
of Owensboro; Leroy LaMarr of
Hawesville; Goebel Newsome of
Elkhorn City; George Baker of
Henderson; James Atkinson of
Greenup; Robert Stephens of
Lexington; and Barclay Sturgill
oman Keeps 49
Dogs In Her Home
men kidnaped Argentine racing
champion Juan Fangio from a
Havana hotel last February.
But Smith denounced the kid-
naping as a "useless defiarat, ges-
ture" while predicting the re-
lease of the 12 men "reasonably
soon."
There was no actual fighting
at the Moa Bay project, but the
rebels proceeded into the nearby
village where they exchanged
fire with a small army unit. One
rebel and two Cuban civilians
were killed and three soldiers
wounded,
The engineers were employed
by the Freeport Suiphor Co. of
New Orleans and subcorfh-actors
building the Wm Mining Co.
plant.. •
They included: J. R. Schisster,
Harold G. Kristlinson, A. M.
Ross, James Best and Edward
Cksreles. all of Freeport's Mae
Bay subsidiary; A. A. Chamber-
lain and Roman Caceha, at the
'Frederick Snare Corp., V:Pat er-
town, N.Y.; Henry Salmonson,
Edward Cannon a n d Howard
Roach, of the Stebbles Censtrue-
tion Co.. Watertown; W. K
of the Maurice Knight a Co.,
end E P Pfleider. a/project
sessislesst hiss -lb*
of Minnesota Kri Janson and
Cannon are Car tans.
NEW YORK (UPI) —A tiny,
middle-aged woman who con-
verted her four-story rooming
house into a doghouse led a judge
on an inspection tour of the
17-room building Friday in an
effort to convince him her 49
pooches were healthy and happe.
The judge found the dogs ap-
parently healthy and in good
spirits, but ruled that the brown-
stone structure wasn't suitable
fOr a dog's life, let alone a
human's.
Leading the way with candles,
Mrs. Martha tithrichsen, 65,
guided Magistrate Walter J. Bay-
er and reporters through the
ramshackle house, which has
neither gas nor electricity and
little furniture.
There were dogs in every
room, in the corridors and in
the basement, barking, yelping,
whining and jumping about.
Mrs. Hinrichsen introduced
them. There was Skipper, and
Queenie, and Princess Butterfly,
and Prince Friendly, and Billy
and Schoopie...and so many oth-
ers.
Even Judge Bayer could not
resist picking up four pups who
share a second-floor bathroom
with their mother.
"Aren't they terribly cute" he
asked. The reporters agreed they
were. Mrs. Hinerhsen appearect
delighted.
The judge decided to inspect
the house after Mrs. Hinrichyen's
appearance in court earlier this
week on neglect charges, ASPCA
agents charged she was failing
to provide her pooches with
eifficient food a0d drink...and
neiggbors had complained about
,The barking and howling...and
odors.
Later Friday, in court, the
judge found Mrs. Hinrichsere
guilty and directed that t h e
ASPCA board 47 of the dogs




LITITLE ROCK, Ark. (UPI) —
A Negro plea for segregation
was sent to President Eisenhow-
er Friday from a Little Rock
Negro minister, Prophet M. D.
Willett.
"Please do not interfere with
Judge Lernley's late decision,"
Willett, a radio,' preacher with
no church, wired the Pres:dent.
"Tension is too high he.-e at
the present for any interference
whatever front your department
unless it is to let the judge's.
decision stand."
Federal District Judge Harry
J. Lernley last Saturday gelded
the Little Rock School Board
a two and a half year delary in
integration. Under Lernley's rul-
ing the seven Negro children
who expected to return to Cen-
tral High School next Septem-
ber will not be permitted to do
50.
Willett said in his telegram,
"I arn speaking on behalf of my
people with no malice nor
coaching frum a n y side. We
would de well to follow the ex-
ample of Dallas, Tex., where
they have declared to keep their
schools separated."
The Dallas School Board an-
nounced this week there would
not be any integration in the
public schools this fall under
present plans .
Willett. who as perhips the
only Negro leader in Arkansas
against integration, h a s made





ruLroN ( UPI ) — Donald
Clapp, 22. Ridgeville, Calif., was
bound over to the Seeternber
term'of the Fulton County grand
jury Friday for the death of a
Union City, Tenn., woman an a
collision June 11.
He was charged with volun-
tary manslaughter in the death
of Mis. Lou Weather near Jor-
dan, Ky. Mrs. Wrather's hus-
band has been in critical condi-
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
The night cometh when no man can
work. John 9:4.
I asked my father at age eighty-nine what
characteristic about life impressed him niost.
-Its brevity.- he replied. What we do in life
must be done very soon.
immusimmummomcomemmor
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times- File
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Proem International
EAST NOR'W/CH, N.Y. (UPI)
—The most important shot in
golf, whether you're a hero or
a hacker, is the chip shot any-
where from 30 yards into the
green.
Thill's the analysis of Skee
Riegel, the veteran Philadelphia
area professional currently com-
peting in the Pepsi Open. And
he'll tell you that this shot is
the difference between the win-
ners and the losers.
"It's the getting-down-in-two
shot," Riegel explains, "and the
guy who masters it is the guy
they'll all have to beat either
in the tournaments or irra a
On5-buck Nassau back home at
the country club."
Pointe Out Its impoirtneme-
MAJOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
By United Press Intairnational
National League
W L Pet. GB
M.Iwatakee 35 28 556
St. Louis 34 30 .531 1 1,4
San Fran 36 32 .529 I%
Cincinnati 31 31 .500 3%
Ch.cago 33 35 485 4%
Pittsburgh 32 36 471 5%
Ph ilade lph.a 29 33 468 554
Las Angeles 31 36 463 6
Yesterday's Results
Does"-, 3 Potsburgh 1
Cincinnati, 6 San Francisco 5
Los Angek-s 3 Milwaukee 1
Philadelphia 5 St Louis 4
Tiday's Games
Les Angeles at Milwaukee
St Lows at Philadelph.a
Cly.cago at Pittsburgh
San Fran. at Cincinnalk
!San Francisco at Cincinnati
Mrs. Lillie E. Mayer. age 8') , died yesterday at 5:30 Is Angeles at Milwaukee
a.m. at the home of her brother, Ragan McDaniel on Chicago at Poteburgh. 2
St. Louis at Philadelphia, 2Murray Route 5.
• Oscar Robinson, age 78. passed away on Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. at his home on Murray Route 1.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs. Donnie Robinson
and three sons, Coy, Cletus and Lloyd. "1 
w L P




• %11 July 6, ac.cording to an announcement today. Ilk of- Kansas City 31 4M
rice will be located at 203 South Fifth Street. 33 32 .508Detrott
Hogan 33 34 498
Mrs. Hughes Giles and baby daughter are the guests 31 34 477
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Farmer and other ce„.€.land 32 38 471
relatives and friends. I Baltimore 29 35 453
Mr. Giles, who is serving with the Air Force, has been Washington M 38 424
stationed at Ogden. Utah; but is now in California. _
Mrs. Eaf Buie entertained the members of the Mur--'
ray Rose and Garden Club` with a delightful planne&ch, 0 a wagehir,re,n
breakfast, at the Kenlake Hotel Wednesday morning at Cleveland 6 Balt anore 5
nine o'Clack. i-Dee-ro:1 7 Boston 4





Ledger & Times File Boston at Detroit
Baltunore at Cleveland
Noel Melugin announced today that he is open for washineton at Chicago
business at 201 S. 7th Street. He is the authorized dealer New York at Kan City, night
for Johnson Motors, and is also equipped for the,repair'
of most makes of boat motors. Tomorrow's Games
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 'Nesbit announce the arrival New York at Kansas City
of a son. Mother and baby, are doing fine. Mr. Nesbit ,Boston at Detrait
was reared in the South Pleasant Grove community, but gainenore at Cleveland 2
wjth his family now lives 7rr New Providence.
J' Mr. and Mrs. C. Luther f rharlston, W. Va., are I
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. V. ilburn Farris.
Wildie Graves Human of Alliance, Ohio, is spending
the summer with his candparents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Geurin.
20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
litnry R. Jones, ao. one of the most prominent citi-
zens in this section, died at his home on the Tennessee
side at Crossland, Ky., Wednesday afternoon of last
week.
Mr. Jones is survived by his wife, Mrs. Lola Humph-
reys Jones, three sons and four daughters.
In a baseball game played at Pine Bluff Sunday, the
Bluffmen defeated a team- from Murray by a score of
Floyd Parker. 22. son of Dumas Parker, Cherry. who
was hit in the temple by a pitched baseball a week ago
Sunday in a game between Cherry and Hazel, died Tues-
day afternoon in the Mason Hospital.
Mrs, Sam Alberf Goodman. who wa4 Miss Sue Pur-
dom before her recent marriage. Was complimented
Tuesday afternoon with a miscellaneous shower when
Misses btory Frances Johnson, Jane Seay and Madge
Patterson entertained at the home of the former.
Busso And Ortiz Plan Rematch
NEW .ORK (UPI) - Light-
weight contenders 'Iahnny R11520
. sinfrtairef Orb probably will
be rematched for Madison Square
dt.Garden on Aug. 22 ,,r 29 because
ad the debate over Butsu's split-
verdict victory *here Friday night
tha' tagged Carlos with .his first
defeat. . •
Wheher an injury to. Busea's
right fist would delay the rriurn
bout was uncertain. New Yorker
Johnny said today. "I hur the
first two knuckles of my right
hind in the . feratth round and
if the pear doesn't go away riy
•• '", • • .• • '5- k • -1
son oi tar Internweinal Boxing
Club said. "The fight w
,god and JO close. wear -like a
rematch:in late August."
Johnny weighed 13754 pounds
for their' TV 1, -rounder; Ortiz,-
137.
Tenth-ranked HUsso's apparent
superiority in the seventh, eighth,
ninth and '10th rounds causeell
Referee Barney Felix and Jutjge
Bill "'Hecht te faVrom him 'with
the starne rounds vote: 5-4-1. Bu
Judge 'Artie Schwartz had sixt
rated Oral ahead, 6-4.
There were rev knackdowns but















For the touring golf profes-
sional it's itet difference, Riegel
said ia analyzing the woes of
some of the young stars who are
failing to live up to their billing.
between being a big money win-
ner and living on coffee and
doughnuts.
"Chip it close enough to get
it down in one putt with real
consistency," S k cc proclaimed,
"and you have the real money
shot of golf. Hitting the ball
well and scoring 'Well are two
different things. It's turning those
three strokes from near the
green into two strokes which
makes the difference.
"That close-is' chip shot is
the one which holds the pars
for the pros and keeps the bogey
from becoming a double and
triple bogey for. the ordinary
player," he added.
• Most pros will tell you that
there are only a dozen -players
in any tournament, who have
a chance to win, but Riegel is
impressed with the-younger crop
of-ofine" golfers and figures that
in these days any where from
25 to 30 guys have a real
chance."
Bolt Played Great Golf
"Don't sell fellows like Gene
Littler. Ken Venuri and Dow
Finsterwald short just because
they haven't been winning," he
cautioned. "Littler go t 'stroke
conscious' and for a while was
wandering around asking every-
body what was the matter with
his game. He'd even ask a caddy
or a hotel doorman. But, he's
about straightened out and oou'll
hear from him.
"Finsterwald made a mistake
by pressing to continue his streak
of merely being 'in the money,'"
Riegel added_ "With his streak
gone he'll start playing his bold
game again and he'll be a-win-
ner. As for Venturi, he as an
irgpirational t yp e player wh,,
simply got tired. He'll bounce
habit.",
Riegel holds that Tommy Bole:
winning 283 total in he U.S
Open at Southern Hills in Tuts:,
was the four finest rounds we'..
see all year."
,"Bolt solidly won it." Riese:
skid. "It wasn't the usual case
of somebody losing it. And with
par being 280. you've got to
figure he made only three mis-
takes all the way which, on
that type of strung golf course,
was a real performance."
"And." Riegel concluded, law
shot that did it was putting 'em
up'llalose with those short chips
-those down-in-two chips which
are the real money shots of golf."
Charles
(Continued from Front Page)
Health. During his stay at Tulane
he v.•ill earn enough credits far
a masters degree in lie
Health.
During his leave of absence he
will be replaced by a local boy
who jtrit recently graduated from
Murray. He is Phillip Howard
Murdock of the Lynn Grove
Community.
Mr. Pogue plans to enter Tu-
lane the first part of September
and upon completion of his
traineeship will return to the
Calloway County Health Depart-
ment.
ave
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POSSE RUNS DOWN BANDITS - Like a scene from the Old
West at Lucerne, Calif., officers "smoke out" a pair of holdup
men in a pitched battle in the brush The bandits who eirecked
their car escaping from a Laytonville holdup came out with
"hands behind heads (top) after gunfire became too hot. Bad-
melt Showers (below-left) and L. E. Alfred (right) are





Billy Wilson out dilated Red
Hewe as the Yanks edged the
Cubs 1-0 last night in the Little
League: In the other game the
Cards pounded the Reds 7-2.
A single by Micky Boggete7
the last of the sixth inning scored
Don Faughn. who had doubled, to
give the Yanks the - irrOw vic-
tory.
Before that Howe had given
p only three hits and Wilson
Mo. Wilson struck out five and
walked one and Howe sent nine
swinging and also walked one.
Boggess collected three of the
Yanks five hits with Johnny Rose
and Don Faughn hitting doubles
for the other two.
Billy Miller and Ronnie Colvin
were the only two successful
hitters for the Cubs.
The Cards had little trouble
with the Reds as they scrikci
five runs in the final two innings
tc assure the victory.
Jimmie Lamb blasted two
doubles for the Cards with Steve
Chadwick getting one two-bag-
ger.
IltaStr GORDON-The infantryman of the future may be rocket-powered if this two-jet jump
belt developed by Thiokol caemical is taken on as general issue. It is shown In demonstra-
tion at Rockaway, N. J. It Is capable of propelling a man up mountains, across rivers, and en-
abling him to attain racehorse speed. Thlokol's FIt Kurczewskl is the guy at right, doing the
high leap with Jet assist. He made lumps of 20 feet. Peeing the belt (left), along with rifle













Everything turned out perfect
for Joe Gordon and it might
have for 'Silly Pierce, too, except
for a perfectly normal impulse
by pinchhitter I9d FitzGerald.
Gordon, in his first game as
Cleveland manager, came up with
a tactical move that helped the
Indians to a 8-5 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles Friday
night.
Pierce hurled his third straight
shutout for the Chicago White
Sox in beating the Washington
Senators, 3-0, but there was a
bit of heart-break for the 3I-year
old southpaw even though he
gained his seventh victory,
For eight and "so-thirds inn-
ings, Pierce pitched perfect ball.
All he had to do was retire
one more batter to become the
first left-hander in modern major
league history to pitch a perfect
game.
Three teams went into a three
way tie for first place last night
in the Pony League as the Phils
dumped the Orioles, 14-7 and the
Dodgers up ended the Indians,
10-3.
The Orioles, Indians, and Phils
all have records of 4-3 which
dead-locks the league. However,
Iwo make-up games will be
played tonight so after tonights
play at least one of the three
will drop to second. The Dodgers
will meet the Orioles tonight and
the Phils will invade the Indians.
Ronnie Roberts pitched a nifty
two hitter in the Dodgers' victory
registering 11 strike outs and five
walks.
The two teams were tied going
into the sixth when the Dodgers
exploded for seven runs which
more than iced the game.
Danny Rowling a nd Jimmy
Bucy had two singles each for
the Dodgers as John Hudson
blasted a home run in the third.
Harold Shoemaker and Richard
Workman accounted for the two
Indian . hits.
The Phils also used a big
inning 'in beating the Orioles,
The Phils scored eight runs In
the seventh which was "'More
than enough for the victory.
Tommy Ly•nms was the winning
hurler with 13 strike outs and
seven walks.
Donnie Edwards was the hit-
ting hero for ,)he Phils with a
double and two singles Charley
Robertson slammed a double and
a single. Danny Steele and Mike
Thurman two singles. and Lynne
two doubles to lead the Phils 11
hit attack.
Jerry Grogan and Lee Vance
had a double and a single each
for the Orioles who lost their
third game in a row.
Woman....
(Continued from Front Pape)
until Mrs. Hinrichsen made the
building habitable.
Mrs. Hinrichsen, half-kneeling
before the bench, began to cry.
"Please don't take away My
babies," she implored the judge.
"They'll get sick and die without
me. They need me. If you let
them stay with me, I'll make
my place beautiful"
The judge hastily conferred
with ASPCA agents.
Then he told Mrs. Hinriehsen
she could keep her "babies."
but on the condition she make
the house habitable for both
dogs ana humans.
-•—••••••••••••••—••--
But For One Hit
Washington manager Cookie
Lavagetto sent up FitzGerald to
hit for pitcher Russ Kernm.erer.
The crowd of 11.800 at Comiskey
Park exhorted Pierce to nail
down that 27th out, but Fitz-
Gerald had other ideas tle lined
Pierce's -first pitch inside the
right field line for a double that
broke the spell and was the
Senator's first and last hit of
the game.
In Cleveland's victory over
Baltimore, Gordon made what
proved to be the winning- move
when he installed J. W. Porter
behind the plate after ',orter
batted for Russ Nixon ia Pei
fifth inning.
Given a chance to hit again
in the seventh, Porter singled
home Rocky Colavito with the
deciding run of the ball game.
Colavito had just doubled to
score Vic Power with the tying
run.
The Yankees again stretched
their American League lead to
814 games and put the brakes
on Kansas City's six-game win-
ning streak with a 10-3 win
over the Athletics.
New York sent 10 men to the
plate in a silo-run seventh inning
that was highlithted by Gil
McDougald's base-clearing double.
Ears7 Simpson hit a three-run
h r for the ,Als. Reliever Art
Da ar was credited with his
second victory'.
Detroit Tope Boston
Detroit spotted Boston four
run: in the first inning and
then bounced back to beat the
Red Sox, 7-4, behind the air-
tight relief pitching . of George
Susce, Tom Morgan and winner




his 'I0th homer with one on
in the first inning and Deckle
Jenen hit his 20th with one
on in the same frame off Frank
Lary. Red Wilon's two-run single
in the eeventh broke a 4-4 tie.
Los Angeles continued its mas-
tery over Mllwaukee, beating the
National League leaders for the
seventh straight time this season,
3-1. Dick Gray broke a 1-1
tie with a sevedh inning hailer
off loser Joey , Jay and John
Roseboro added an insurance
homer in th..• eighth. Sandy Kou-
fax' went the route for his sixth
victory, giving up seven hits,
including d home run by Hank
Aaron,Despite_
the loss, the Braves
sseeiined a game - and -a - half
ahead of the Cardinals a nd
Giants, both of whom were de-
feated also.
Palle Take Card.
The Phillies ended the Car-
dinals' six-game winning streak
with a 5-4 triumph in 11 innings
while the Redlegs came from
behind to nip the Giants, 8-2.
Pinch hitter Dave Philley de-
livered an 11th inning double
off Billy Muffett that gave re-
liever Dick Farrell of the Phils
his fifth victory of the season.
Johnny Temple's two-run triple
off Mary Grissom in the 'ninth
was Cincinnati's margin of vic-
tory over San Francisco after
the Giants had taken the lead
on two-run homers by Daryl
Spencer and Oriando Cepede.
Igoe Drabowsky of the Cubs,
who will be married today, cele-
brated the occasion with a 3-1
victory' over the Pira•es although •
he needed help in the ninth from
Bill ienis. Un .wsky singled
home Chicago's first run in the
fifth off loser Bob Friend and
Dale Long doubled home two
more runs in the sixth to eend




By United Pero International
When Butoh Bo ucha ref came
Into the National Hooky League
with the Montreal Cali idiene
there Was a feeling he was too
awkward to stay around tong.
But stay he did-for 15 seasons
--ovencarning his natural awk-
wardnes to become a great de-
feraseman tor the clue) as well as
a league all star. He retired two
seasons ago.
Whatever reemened to Butch
Bouchard! Only 37, the popular
fcamer star cmerates an exclu-
sive restaurant-cafe in Morose-al
and a president of the Mon-
treal Royals of the International
Baseball League.
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LEDGER * MFRS — RRAY, KENTUOICY 
1.0ittiWY "DS
US per weed tor *nu goy, otIortior pr ow*s fee egg el. go per Weill foe three goys. ClIsigIllet1 itgo ore payable lo advanse.
r FOR SALE
24 INCH TN., plane, davenport,
easy chairs, end tables, electric
drier, electric stove, dinette set,
refalation tennis table, 9 foot
step ladder, high chair, tearner
trunk and clouts% rinse tub. Cell
2091. July1C
FOR SALE or BENT: Mice neod-







ving town, wants to
home on nice Wile
shady kit, two bad-
first, Moor, two on
furnace hest. Only
Transferable.
Ins. & Real Esealediele
Ineurance and Real
ncy, Phone 1062, hem*
June0SC
Full basement, garage, located
on Hwy. flel out 1 mile out. butte
FOR SALE: Good home near room
5ilZfe with about S160.00 per
income. Two baths, Uri- Una-
vale :ntrance. See this bargain. Ries
Y NEW GE push-
leotritc stove, Titan 3-
r, linoleum rug, bed
, table, chairs, TV an-




























































Rune and freezes weld. Call 345
or see at 406 N. 7th St., city.
June21IF'
WESTING1-LOUSE , washer - dryer
ocenternition, used 6 mu, 21 in.
table model TV, good oondition,
Jamison twin bed, used 6 mo.,
chilitis play gym. Must sell.
Leaking city. Call 1503-0W or see
at WI Elm St. June3OP
marcascrvaLE, good t'onnitu'a•
Owner 'in service reason for sell-
ing. Phone 1060, Woodrow Ellett-
man. JunelleC
FOR RENT
TO Permanent Tenants. Redec-
orated. 3 bedrooms, Lying ream,
dining room, kitchen, bath sep-
arate toilet, nice yard & porches.
Near town and schools. $65.00.
714 Poplar Street. Jurie30C
NEWLY DECORAfTED 5 - room
duplex with oil furnace. N. 14th




Piers and Vecificattsons for the
educational building et bierniorial
Hapittst Church, Murray, Ky„
will be available June 30 to
cc:farmers and persons interest-
ed in bng. They may be
secured from the chur& office,
Main Street at 10th.
Bids will be received until '7:30
pen Monday. July 14, 1916, at
which time they will be opened
and publicly read. July1C
10 TEAMS experience in com-
mercial and domestic refrigera-
tion & Eeteerson
Retrverouon Srevace, 107 North
17th. Ni. 8012-X-4V. .1111,111C
1 PTAINO 
TUNING, repairing new
and used pianos Cali David H.
IPsnsiow at Chuck Music Center,
Murray. Phone 146g. , July12P
IPS DON 1 SHOW *
Cle""Trft
" V WENT UP to Loh WM-ow • apartment
--AO A note had been pinned to the
door,
•
Lois unfolded the note It read:
"1„. Call roe as soon as you some
In. regardlets of what thew It
Is. C."
Lois gave a little exclamation
of annoyance. "I wanted to he
undisturbed." abe said.
"Do you have to call this par-
ty just because of the note?" I
asked.
"You don't understand, Don-
ald." she said "It's Caroline Mil-
ton, and Caroline has the darindeet
habit of watching and snooping
Sometimes I think Me is., a
beam of invisible light so thee
she can tall whenever
The door of the apartment
down the ban swung open.
Caroline called. "Loh."
"I'm just getting In," Lois said.
"Can you come down?" Caro-
llne asked.
"Not very well. I have someone
with me Donald Lam"
There was an impasse of Si-
lence, while the two women stood
looking at each other. I kept to
one side trying to keep out of It.
Caroline said. "It will only take
a minute."
"Want me to rim down there
for just a second or two?" Loh
asked. hesitating.
Caroline came marching down
the corridor and said with Offet
assurance. "II:swill haft to he In
your apartmeet I have someone
in mine."
Lots opened the door and the
three of us went In and set down.
Caroline looked us over with
her glittering dark reee
"Seen the papers?" she yoked
Lois shook her head.
Caroline said, "Just a moment.
I'll get mine."
I placed my hat on the tele-
vision, brim up. The claim check
for the brief Case was In with •
position a good half-Inch showed
below the sweethand.
I sat down, looked at the het,
and started fidgeting.
Caroline got up and headed for
the door.
"What's in the paper?" Loh
asked.
"I'll explain when I have the
paper," Caroline mei.
She started for the door.
I said, "Well, we can turn on
the television and—"
She swerved to avoid my out-
stretched hand, and brushed
against my extended arm My
hat fell to the floor. Caroline
stooped, picked it up, put it back
















Id, "When I get the pa-
ll see what I mean. You
ht there."
I twek to my chair.
god your mind about the
? Lois asked.
uh." I said.
rattled in • alien. &owlet
Ltytoti-ced teg.
watch that Caroline Dat-
e warn. "She's tricke,,
, determined and cruet
Writ a trap of some sort"
what an, I supposed to
watch, that's ell. Watah
e • hawk."
in* had left the door of
merit partially ajar Now
e beck and pushed It
She waa carrying a news-
with her.
Is is the evening paper,"
oh. said "It has the story of
murder."
• towed the paper to Lots
with • hatf-contemptuowi man-
ner.
'Want to read about it?"
Lois didn't even lower her eyes
te the newspaper. 'What about
It" she asked Caroline.
"The main thing about it Is
that raithery was not the motive
A relatively large sum of money
was found on the body, but there
were no keys.-
"No keraT" Lois echoed.
'No keys. They found the key
e• the sports car he was driving
on the dresser, but there were
tss°'bOs.r keys"
Lob moistened her lips. "You
mean that the keys they found
"I mean, there were no keys."
"Oh," Lois said.
Caroline looked at me. "You
went out there, 'Donald Lam!'
"Me? Out where?" I asked.
'Don't pull that tine with me,"
she said. "You were out at the
motel early this morning with
your precious client, Barclay
Fisher"
"Evidently," I -teed her, "yott
have something you want to get
off your chest. Go ahead and ray
it"
"I'm going to. I have plenty
to say to both of you. The other
day WII•fi you told George to go
and get himself lost, Lots, Charge
stopped in to see one an his way
out
"He was an werked up sheet
this private detective. He told
me then, for the first tram, that
he'd kept a diary the year Grand-
father died. He said he always
kept the diary with him in his
brief care. Then one day it turned
up missing. Sled been living in
a nightmare ever since, lie said
some of the things he had writ-
ten could be 111161-terpreted
think the idiot r red Grand-
father e.i.21 murdered
-As soon as tie told roe. / knew
who had LhO diary You turned
teM diary over to this detective
Lois iiikarlow, and he's planning
Or panting it in George's seart-
merit, or putting it someplace
where the police will find it
"St's as plain as the nem on
your face You've been making
play for this two-bit heel ever
since he showed up. You've--
"Shut up!" Lois Mance eried
at her. "You're a liar!"
Cardin* took a step toward
her. "Don't you call me a liar.
you tittle tramp! I'm not blind.
Don't think for a minute your
smug hypocrisy has fooled me!"
Lois MILI1OW • none up out of
the chair. "I don't have to take
that from you. You ... you mur-
deress'!"
For a moment they faced each
other, then suddenly there was
a tangle of amyl and legs, a slap-
ping, scratching, and panting.
Then they wet, wrestling. They
went over on the floor. No one
paid any attention to modesty
or te the rifles of fair fighting.
They threshed their legs and
arms about in wild abandon.
They used words which ladles
were not supposed to know They
pulled each other's hair. They
ripped clothing.
At an appropriate moment.
when they slackened momentar-
ily. trying to esteh their breaths.
I said quietly, 'it's all right. Lois.
I've telephoned for the police. A
radio car will be here any min-
ute now."
That separated them title a
hose turned on fighting doom
"You've done what?" Lois said.
'Telephoned for the pollee," I
observed.
Caroline jumped to her feet.
Lets lay there on the floor ;rasp-
ing for breath, thinking things
Over,
"Pun your aldrts down, Lois,"
Caroline said.
Lots did.
Caroline turned to me. "You
aren't In the alear on this thing
Telephone for the police, will
you? Well, I'll show you a thing
Or two, YOU jure wait right
there."
She flounced out of the morn.
Patiently, Lois arel I awaited
the ace up her sleeve.
When Bertha Cool shim.. op.
Lola and Caroline get to know
what • real remote fighter
Isola Ulm Don't mew tomor-
row's chapter et .Weome Stipa
Don't Rbow."
PLUMBING REPAIR, pump arid
water heater sales and service.
Call Elroy Sykes, phone 69 day
or night. Jutyl3C
THURSDAY Afternoens we are
open! l's a good time to stoup
at Starts Hardware, 13th and
Poplar. 17C
LET US estimate your next
paint job. First quality pair,'
used. All work guarerweed. Nu-
Way Painters. Pbone 613-J. Ted
Clack, Mgr. JuJy1ZC
Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed fees.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days • week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
T U - 6-118131. 1416C
HlADS DOCTORS—Dr. Gunnar
°underarm new preadent of
the American Medical easoeies-
bon, reads a paper at the AMA
convention in San. Francisco.
Dr. Gundersen, 61. a surgeen,
operates a clinic in La Croase,
Wia Five brothers and two sons






NEW YORK (UPI) — Take
ground squirrels hibernating in
Iowa and line them up with
'two men in Egypt with balloons
filled with icy water in their
stomachs.
That will help you get the
Idea of the newest improvement
on the scientific theory thrti we
(and all other mammals) have
'biological clocks" ticking away
Inside us.
A clock is rhythmical, and
so 'are us mammals. Our hearts
"beat," our brains give off
ewaves," electrical current pul-
sates through our skins e Some-
thing must,. keep all our rhythms
even and ':on beat, and that
something must be built-in "bio-
logical clucks." That's the theory.
Squirrels Improve Theory
The hibernating ground squir-
rels improved it. Dr. G. Edgar
Folk, Jr., and his associates at
Iowa State University, proved
that they hibernate rhythmically
and the rhythms are quite in-
dependent of temperature. "Every-
one has supposed that cold
weather keeps ground qsuirrels
hibernating. Actually their "bio-
logical clocks" do it.
You line that up with the
two iced Egyptians in this way.
Unlike ground squirrels, people
maintain the Same internal tem-
perature summer and winter. But
surgical science has discovered
that if you lower normal body
temperature considerably, all vi-
.ettigke•we ereseen_,..eprreenalletertenesse
tal bodily processes are greatly
slowed down and you can per-
form delicate operatioes on -rela-
tively "bloodless" hearts or brains
you couldn't perform otherwise.
The patients in these remarka-
bly successful operations have
always been chilled from the
outside in, usually by being
immersed in ice before the surg-
ery. But Dr. H. H. Khalil of
the University of Alexandria,
Egypt, has long advocated chill-
ing these patients from the in-
side out. Others have hesitated
over this idea because there were
Murray Loses To
Paducah Legion Team
The Paducah American Legion
team pushed across a run in the
bottom of the ninth inning last
night to defeat Murray 7-6 on
the Paducah field.
Murray scored three runs in
the first, one in the fifth, and
two in the seventh to build up
a 5-2 lead but the Paducah grew
unloaded for four runs in the
eighth to take the lead.
Murray knotted the mint in
the top of the ninth on a Pa-
ducah error, a single by Joe
Mathis and a walk to Danny
Roberts. However, Paducah came
back to score one run in the
bottom of the inning to win the
game.
Gaylon Johnson went all of
the way for coach Lubie Veal's
boys, striking out four and walk-
ing three.
Tommy McClure led the Attire.
ray attack with a single and a
double. Kenny Peek slammed a
double and Danny Roberts, Roy
Smith, Joe Brewer, and Mathis
all had singles.
Murray now has a record of
5-4 with their next game being
next Monday at Benton.
WIRETAP LINE GOIS DEAD—Teamsters Union In
ternational
President James R. Hotta (left) reaches to shake bands
with Owen Brennan, president of Detroit Local 337. in N
ew
York after their wiretap acquittal. Also acquitted of w
ire-








• AMUR an' SLATS
reasons to doubt that the human
"biological clocks" were inde-
pendent of temperature.
None the Worse for Wear
Balloons were inserted into the
stomach and by attached tubes,
water was pumped in, through,
and then out of the balloons.
The temperature of the water
was Preeisely controlled a n d
when •lt was kept icy, the body
temper•tures dropped, and went
up again when the water was
warmed. The animals were none
-11111110We
PAGE TARYIE
the worse for their experiences.
This -method now has been
fried oft two 'Egyptians. Both
had brain tumors which doomed
them to death and which were
not subject to surgery by ord-
inary procedures. Their body
temperatures were lowered from
the inside-out, and kept way
down for a long time. One opera-
tion last five hours. The other
was almost as long.
Both were successful—the tu-
mon were removed.




*Extra Nice Three Bedroom Brick on College Farm
Road. Large den, beautiful kitchen, lots' of built-
in kitchen cabinets, bath, garage, oil heat, fully
insulated, plastered throughout. Only three years
old.
*Three Bedroom House on South 13th, fully air-
conditioned. Garage. A real buy at $10,500. Only
one year old.
*Three Bedroom House on Woodlawn with brick
front. Aluminum storm windows and doors. Ga-
rage, nice shade in back. F.H.A. Loan, owner
will transfer.
*Three Bedroom House on Whitnell Avenue. Only
two years old. F.H.A. Loan. Owner will transfer.
*Extra Nice Two Bedroom House on New Concord
Highway approximately one and one-half miles
from Murray. Has full bath, utlity, good well
water, no down payment of eligible G.I. F.H.A.
Loan. Full price $6500.
*Small Business on Highway one mile from blur-
ray. Four acres of land. Living quarters, only
$7,000 full price.
*Three Bedroom House on nice .ahady lot one-block
from Murray High School, Immadiate.possession.
Full price $6500.
*Large Three Bedroom Brick in Circarama Sub-
division. .Large living room, dining rosm,-kitchen,
utility, glassed and screened play room, car port.
Only six months old, owner forced to leave town
on account of his work. F.H.A. Loan. Owner will
transfer.
*New Two Bedroom Brick on Ryan Avenue, city
sewage, paved street. $8750.00.,
*Two Nice Cottages for sale fully furnished. Im-
mediate possession.
RENTALS.. FARMS. HOMES - BUSINESS LOTS
or LAKE PROPERTY
— For All Your Real Estate Needs Call —
ROBERTS REALTY




























COAST BE THE HEART
NWT THOUGHT THE THOU64.IT
AND CuRST BE THE HAND
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iliss Mary Billington Weds Dan




ceremony June 22 in the First
Bag:gist Church, Miss Mary Eve-
lvn daughter a Mr.
and Mrs. Owen ELllington. and
Dan Shipley, son csf Mr. and
Mrs. E D. Stupley. were pro-
nounced man and wle. 0113ciat-
ing at the ceremony •wes Dr.
H. C. Chiles.
The bride. given in marriage
by her father, was attired an a
gown of white French lace over
taffeta The haschce was fashioe-
ed In an off the shoulder de-
sign owning to a point in the
but. The long Tlei-veii ended in
tiny points over the hands. The
floor length sled featured six
lace scallops covering white tul-
le over taffeta Her fitted heed
piece of lace and rinestones was
completed bY a net fingertip
veil. She earned a white SEW
topped with a whcte orchid
roses with white rtreamers.
Miss Judy Shoemaker served
as maid of haler She wore a
baby blue organdy-over taffeta
ballet length gown. The bodice
was designed with an off the
shoulder collar with two trapeze
streamers fending to the lasfidons
of the skirt. Her rnatchxig 'head
pkece ended in a shoulder length
veil. She carr.ed a bouquet of
s Mee and whlte carnations.
Misses Martha Lou Billing:6n
and Nancy. Carole Adams were
briclosanaids:a The.: pink gowns
were sunklar to the ma.d oZ
h-nor's in desarn. They were
pink head bands . Their flowers
were pink and white carnations.
Rev Charles Hal Shipley ser-
• •ed as best man _sbers were
• •Glenn 11:1Lrigton. James AshiM
Jkineny Thompson. and Wayne
Ezell
—J
She wore white accessories. Hat
corsage was an - orchid. -
Mrs. Shipley- was attired in a
sht ath dress of sky blue lace
iiver blue tdfleta. She . wore a
matching blue hat and an orch:d
c,•rsige.
lenmediately following t h e
cereminv a receptor) w.s held
in the Baptist Student Center.
A pink and white motif was
used. The brides table was o'
Laid aq'th a white net over astute
chsth. The table was cent eret
with a four tiered weddkng caki
l and a floral ararragement of
white and pink. Presiding at the
table Were Mrs..tfal Shipley and
Mile 'Anna Ruth Geurin.
Miss Linda Car. 4 Billingtort
Sister id the bride. carried a
pink basket of ere bags which
she gave to each guest. Others
. assisting at • the reception we-'e
Patsy Shipley. Nancy TS, nap-
son. Peggy Billington and Fred-
da Stir. iiernaker. Judy Young ,
served ist the register.
For going away. Mrs. Ship' •
wore a blue and white ch.m. i•
dress with white - accesseries.
She Wore the white orch:d from
her bridal bouquet.
. The couple will be at home on
Murray., Route Five.
Out of town guests attending
the ceretnnny were Mr. and Mrs.
G.0.  Ca thca rt. H opkinsv i I le;
Dale McDaniel and Patsy Miles,
Hotakdos-ille: Dr-. a n 'd Mrs.
Douglas Adams. Hopkinsville;
Mrs. Citie Colson; 'Mr. and' Mrs.
Bert Crimson and Janie. San
Antonio. Tex.; Mr. and Mrs Rob
Williams. Union City. Tenn.: Mr.
and Mrs. Fulton Young a n d
daughter. Judy, of Chattanooga,
Ten Mr. Sam Dougherty. Chat-
lana Mr H,Tner Cureeng-
ham. Los Angeles, Calif.; Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Wells. Mr. and
Mrs. M. G. Wells. Martin, Tenn.;
Mrs. William Crann. Chicago,
?IL; Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jackson
and daughter. Virginia Sue. Pa-
ducah: Mr. a n d Mrs. Bobby
Grogan, Louisville: Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Ashiti.Lexington.
The vows were exchanged be-
fore a wh.te wrought iron arch
eniseineid with greenery. On
either side of the alter were
large floor baskets at wh.te
gladioli a n d ch rysa nth ern urns .
Greenery was used as a bada
ground for the scene.
Mos Lillian Walters. preceed-
trig :he cerern sny, gave a pro-
gram of organ music Her selec-
t:ore were t•M delight .S.inata",
-en; "Arinsa." Bach. ''My
Peace Thou Art". Shubert: and
the traditional wedding marches.
During the ceremony, She played
The Voice That Breathed Over
Eden." Dykes. Vocalist w a
Harry Hampsiter. He sang 'En-
treat -Me Not To Iletwe Time,"
Gouncd; "Oh Pei-feat
Barratry; and "The Lord MISS
You and Keep You." Lutki.n.
For her daughter's wedetng.
Mrs. Hallingtion chose a soft pink
drtos of Dacron trimmed in lace.
• •
In M-G-M's "The Sheepman"
Glenn Ford plays a two-fisted
hero with a sense of humor. who
uses his wit as well as wits in
bringing sheep intb hostile cattle
country Shirley MacLaine has
the female lead. "The Sheepman"
opens at the air - conditioned
Varsity Theatre Sunday.
First Baptist, San Carla—. St. Illiary's Remelt Cathollekl Vernon.• s
GOD'S MOUSES G01140 mOopiti—Centuries-old architectural designs for churctirs are going by
shown here. This modernism is an expression of growing understanding of religious thought,.
argue defenders of the trend.
the Guards in many regions, and markedly in the San rranrisro al-P*4 location of all the churches 4!




MISS ANNA BETH ROBERTS
Mr and Mrs. Thomas' E.
Roberts id Murray announce the
engagement a n d approaching
marriage od their daughter Anna
Beth. to Lieutenant Larry Joe
Cotton. sun of Mrs. R. J. Eli
and the late Mrs. Garland Cot-
• Social Calendar
Tuesday, July 1
Group I of the First Christian
Church's CWF will meet in the
home of Mrs. Marvin Fulton at
210 In the afternoon.
- • • • •
The Murray Assembly of
Ranbovi for Girls will meet in
the Masonic Hall at 7:30 in the
evening.
The Ann Hassettine Class of
fbe Memorial Bap Chureh
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Bribed Boitnott, 701 Elm Street,
at 7:30 an the evening.
• • • •
Thy Winsome Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet in the h irne of Mrs. James
Blalock at 7:30 in the evening
• • • •
Monday, July 7
The K. ksev WMU will meet
at !he church at 7:30 an the
evelgrari
• • • •-Th• Cora Graves and t h e
Grace Wyatt Circles f the Col-
Ifiet Priebyterian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Jack
Belote-dor a picnic at 6 pm.
• • • •
Tuesday. July
Murray Star chapter NO. 433
OES w.:I meet at 7:30 in the
evening .n the Mason.c Han.
• • • •
The Morrt.ng Circle of the
First Mestiodst Church will
meet in the home of Mrs. Glenn
boran at 9:30 am.
• • • •
Wednesday, July 9 a;
The Wes:eyan C.rcle of the
*Meloocbst Church Will meet in
the social _hall of the church .t
7:30 in the evening.
• is. • •
Thursday. July 10
The gouth Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet this evening
at 600 for a picnic on the lawn
of Mrs. S. V. Foy, Sycamore
Stieet.
1. • • • •
Frittay, Julio 11
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet for a picnic
In the city park at 1):00 an the
morning.
• • • •
Monday, July 14
The Matte Belle Hayes Cincie
of the First Methodist Church
will meet in the claurch's rial
hall .at 7:30 pin. '
CiiiROPR/ CT OR
Dr. W. T. Doss
Hours: Mon., Wed. & Fri.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tues. Sat.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday • 9 a m to Noon
APPOINTS PREFERRED
liii Main St. IV 115
ton of Dawson Springs, Ky.
. Miss &beets will be graduat-
ed from Murray . State ..College,
in August with a BS. degree in
Elementary Education:"
Lieutenant Cotton is a grad-
uate of Murray State College
in the class of 1957 arid was a
member of Delta Alpha Fra-
ternity.




— Yriendly Service —
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen





Church of Dyersburg, •Tennessev
will be the setting f.,r, the mar-
riage of Miss Patriela Ann
Tkeilla, daughter of *. a n d
Mrs. Barney Edwards Twilla, to
James Hunter Love- of Hunts-
ville, Alabama, n of Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Love a Murray.
The ceremony will ,be solem-
nized at four o'clock in. the
afternoon on Sunday, June 29.
The Rev. Glenn Power, minister
of the Curnberlantl Presbyterian
Church of Clarleaville, Tennesiee
wilt officiate.
MITiie Will be under the direc-
tion of Miss Huddle Lee Tibbs,
organizt, of Bardwell, Ky., and
Mrs. James Godsey, v kralist, of
Murray.
The bride-elect has chosen her
liner, Miss Sandra Elaine Twil-
as maid of honor and Mrs.
John Bowker of Murray, sister
of the bridegroom-eloct, as ma-
tron of honor. Miss Elsie Love,
another sister of The bridegroom
elect, *ill serve as bridesmaid.
Cousins of the bride-elect. Miss
Carol Lee Yarbro. a. n d Moss
Frances Anne Yarbro, both at
Dyersburg, arid Miss Elizabeth
Swift Vinuig of: Nashville, will
be junior bridgsmaids.
John Boarrker of Murray- will
serve Mr. Love as besunan.
Groomsmen will include Jimmy
Drake and Roger Heatherly of
Huntsville, Alabama, John Har-
per and Charles Thurmond, both
of Murray.
Friends of the young couple
are all extended an invitation
to attend the wedding tomorrow.
• • •
PERSONALS
Mrs. Ji.thnny Myers 1ift
nay, June 25 to visit and
vacation with her son and his
family. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd „My-
ers and children in Venfura,
Calif. Mrs. Myers is an try. ruc-
tor at the Ezell Beauty Sihool
in Murray.
VETOED IN CANADA - h
quickie Ldivorce won in no,
Nev.. by 'Louis Rena Bitaiin,
1111.furrneit Canadian Ht. ut
Commons speaker. snow/nth
his ex-wife, will not be ug-
nized in Canada. it ia res.ed.
His new bride is 23.1 old
Alum  St. Outram  irkt uin
Inghtt. She was the lunsom-
an poblic relations officer the
RCAF. (UPI Tele; as)
Murray Luiter Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT









oss and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL : CILOSFID from
11:00 a. m. to 1:11 rn. tor Church flour
--
NEW! THE SMITH-CORONA SECRETARIAL INGS YOU
1„
action
Test and discover the new lighter touch and livelier action
that means more typing speed, greater typing ease!
More typing freedom, more typing speed on the new Smith-Corona
Secretarial Typewriter! New Speed Bootle, accelerates every stroke
with less typing effort, makes the keyboard Come alive - actually
gives you greater typing ease.
And Smith-Corona's Accelerator Action also brings you a marked
improvement in typing quality, Each character prints the same
clear, crisgS impression - gives a uniform, professional appearance
to every page of every typing job.
Discover for yourself the light, lively touch, the crisp, clean
write of Accelerator Action on the new Smith-Corona Secreihrial.
Call your local Smith-Corona representative for a demonstration
or a ten-day trial in your own office today!
LOOK AT TNESE 1EXCRINCI SECKTAMAL ATIMES
Clean. M•dars applearant• • lev•• latierater Colon • Imo.
Cleasteactles • taclysiv• Teal Tat allear Lowe • lastaatIvet
Starves • leclealr• Nall Span Rey • [Wail,* Prat Cage
The new Secretarial Is evadable ln both fabric and rtb.





DAILY LEDGER IL TIMES
Greene 0. Wilson, Mgr.
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